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The objective of this Master’s thesis is to examine financial functions, 

controlling and management in joint ventures of Manufacturing Corporation 

Oyj Recovered Paper business area. This case study investigated the current 

situation of financial functions and find out causes that have led the situation. 

 

Current situation of financial functions in joint ventures is variable. The most of 

the companies is outsourced at least some tasks. However, narrow reporting and 

problems in reliability are the biggest lack of financial controlling and 

management. The result of study consists of two parts: short-term and long-

term improvement. Short-term improvement includes selected solution to 

outsource all routine financial tasks to new outsourcing partner and improve 

financial functions. Long-term improvements aim to create better controlling 

and management system to joint ventures. It is formed corporate governance 

and performance measurement. In this study it developed new Balanced 

Scorecard (BSC) for recovered paper joint ventures. Dimensions of BSC are 

quality, delivery (time), price and financial controlling and management.  

 

Earlier researched are showed problems in success of joint venture 

relationships. Similar results are obtained in this study. In future research, 

suitable of developed Balanced Scorecard for other industries could be studied. 
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Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena on tutkia taloudellisia toimintoja, kontrollointia 

ja johtamista Manufacturing Corporation Oyj:n keräyspaperin liiketoiminta-

alueen yhteisomistusyrityksissä. Case-tutkimus tutkii taloustoimintojen 

nykytilaa ja selvittää syitä nykyiseen tilanteeseen.   
 

Yhteisomistusyritysten taloustoimintojen nykytila on vaihteleva. Suurin osa 

yrityksistä on ulkoistanut ainakin joitakin toimintoja. Kuitenkin, suppea 

raportointi ja luotettavuusongelmat ovat suurimmat puutteet taloudellisessa 

kontrolloinnissa ja johtamisessa. Tutkimuksen tulokset jakautuvat kahteen 

osaan: lyhyen aikavälin ja pitkän aikavälin parannuksiin. Lyhyt aikaväli sisältää 

valitun ratkaisun ulkoistaa kaikki taloushallinnon rutiinitehtävät uudelle 

kumppanille ja kehittää taloustoimintoja Pitkällä aikavälillä tavoite on luoda 

parempi kontrollointi- ja johtamisjärjestelmä yhteisomistus-yrityksiin. Se 

muodostuu paremmasta yhtiön hallinnoinnista ja suorituskyvyn mittauksesta. 

Tässä tutkimuksessa kehitettiin uusi Balanced Scorecard (BSC, tasapainotettu 

tuloskortti) keräyspaperin yhteisomistus-yrityksille. Uuden BSC:n ulottuvuudet 

ovat laatu, toimitus (aika), hinta ja taloudellinen kontrollointi ja johtaminen. 
 

Aiemmat tutkimukset ovat osoittaneet yhteisomistusyritysten onnistumisen 

olevan ongelmallista. Vastaavia tuloksia saatiin myös tässä tutkimuksessa. 

Tulevaisuuden tutkimuksissa voitaisiin selvittää uuden Balanced Scorecardin 

sopivuutta myös muille toimialoille. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Paper industry has over the years been successful and profitable industrial area at 

the end of 1900s. Since the beginning of 2000s has profitability of paper industry 

in Finland decreased. In recent years an economic turndown and development of 

technology have weakened this situation further. Manufacturing Corporation Oyj 

(thereinafter ManuCorp) is one of the world biggest paper industry companies. 

Year 2007 was still quite success to ManuCorp when a global economy was 

growing until the autumn 2007 and the global demand for the paper increased. 

Situation changed at the end of the year, but profit was still almost 500 million 

euros in year 2007. ManuCorp’s CEO told in annual report that year 2008 will be 

another challenging year and it is clear that the transformation of the forest 

industry is not over. However, next years were more challenging than anyone 

expected. The paper industry was at the huge turning point. (ManuCorp 2008)  

 

ManuCorp’s Europe and North American (ENA) business areas Newspaper 

Publishers (NPP) and Magazine Home & Office (MHO) are based on renewable 

and recyclable raw materials what is the core of ManuCorp’s strategy. Because of 

that recovered paper (RCP) plays an important role in future of ManuCorp Paper 

business area. In the year 2012 already over the half of all papermaking fiber was 

recovered fiber (Pöyry 2013, CEPI 2013). ManuCorp is the world’s largest user of 

paper for recycling for the production of graphic papers. However, efficiency of 

paper recycle depends on the local infrastructure for national collection and 

recovery systems. ManuCorp buys recycled paper from Europe and ManuCorp 

aim is to optimise the value chain of paper for recycling by focusing on local 

supply close to the mills. (ManuCorp 2014) 
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Nowadays there are a lot of usages for recycled paper. The demand is so great that 

there are kind of seller’s markets. Efforts are needed to get good quality material 

with suitable price. However, paper recycling and sorting do not belongs to 

ManuCorp’s core businesses and ManuCorp would not be reasonable to do paper 

recycling itself. It is one of the most important reasons for ManuCorp’s joint 

ventures (JV) which are handling the recycling, sorting and trading recovered 

paper. ManuCorp is co-owner and often also a customer of these joint ventures. 

ManuCorp’s aim is get raw material, recycled paper, as preferably and reliably as 

possible and joint ventures play a significant role in that.  

 

All costs in joint venture influence on prices of joint venture’s products and for 

that reason are low costs also ManuCorp’s advantage. In addition, owners want to 

return from their equity investments. These are the two major reasons why joint 

ventures’ cost-effectiveness interests ManuCorp. Of course, owners also want to 

get information about their joint ventures’ financial situation, performance and 

management of companies. These characteristics are the motive for this study.  

 

The aim of this thesis is improve ManuCorp RCP joint ventures’ financial 

functions and reduce unnecessary costs. Starting point for this thesis was focusing 

on ManuCorp’s RCP joint ventures and financial functions of these companies. In 

contradiction of the usual business, joint ventures are not always supposed to do 

good profit. In this case are joint ventures most important role to ManuCorp to 

secure raw material supply and competitive prices. Because of raw material 

supplies from joint ventures to ManuCorp and raw material prices, interest joint 

venture’s costs efficiency ManuCorp specially. At this moment the most of the 

functions, as well as many production tasks, are outsourced in these joint 

ventures. Costs of financial functions can form a remarkable part of fixed costs.  

 

This thesis is aiming to find the reasons behind current situation and trying to find 

better solution to it, not only improving for financial functions performance but 

also identifying all these characteristics which have led to current situation. The 

core focus is on joint ventures’ financial functions but understanding the whole 
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situation is necessary. One part of solution is to find out effect of ManuCorp to 

current situation. Only improving the financial functions in joint ventures it is not 

enough if ManuCorp will not also improve its own processes to manage these 

joint ventures.  The purpose of thesis is to help ManuCorp to get long-term 

solution and support whole ManuCorp RCP as a whole.  

 

 

1.2 Objectives and limitations 

 

ManuCorp Recovered Paper function owns eight joint ventures in Europe and one 

in India in total. The objective of this study is understand the chain of events 

which have led to current situation and find the solutions how to reduce 

unnecessary costs while financial functions maintain the ability to perform the 

required tasks. On the other hand, it is also aim to compare case ManuCorp to 

previous researches and their outcomes. There are two main research question of 

this study:  

 

“Why financial management and controlling is not succeeded in the 

ManuCorp’s point of view in joint ventures and how co-owner can improve 

the situation?” 

 

The first research question is divided into three parts: 

 

1. How financial functions, controlling and management are carried out in 

ManuCorp’s RCP joint ventures? 

2. What possibilities and alternative solutions there are to improve current 

situation? 

3. Which solution ManuCorp should implement and how it happens? 

 

“How the results of this study can complement this field of research?” 
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This thesis focuses on joint ventures which ManuCorp owns at least 50 percent. 

There are six joint ventures that fulfill above-mentioned ownership. There are also 

presented one company, Joint Venture 1 Oy (JV 1) that is less than 50 percent 

owned but good point of reference. These six joint ventures are called Joint 

Venture 2 GmbH (JV 2), Joint Venture 3 srl (JV 3), Joint Venture 4 GmbH (JV 

4), Joint Venture 5 Pvt. Ltd. (JV 5), Joint Venture 6 GmbH (JV 6) and Joint 

Venture 7 GmbH (JV 7). However, the findings can be useful also in other 

companies, but because of minor ownership ManuCorp cannot implement chances 

without the approval of the other owners.  

 

Even though this thesis focus on financial functions, it is necessary to pay 

attention also to other functions which influence on financial functions. If there 

are for example some unnecessary steps in the process which cause extra work in 

financial functions, it should be noted. However, the main focus is on financial 

functions and observing the other issues has a minor role in this study.  

 

The major mission on this thesis is to investigate how financial functions should 

be handled and ensure ManuCorp’s advantages as co-owner. There are several 

different problems which has affected also on financial functions. Only deciding 

the way to organize financial tasks is the first part of solution. In addition to 

handing financial functions, it is sift through characteristics as performance 

measurement and corporate governance. Due to limitations of this thesis it is not 

possible to research those things carefully and deeper research for these subjects 

would be done in the future studies. Nevertheless, these other problems which are 

influenced on financial functions, are found and introduced, and there are done 

some background work for the further research and actions. 

 

Another important mission of this thesis is to combine the results of this study to 

earlier researches and results of previous studies. It is necessary to find out that 

are there in this case the same features than other joint venture studies. It is also 

important to pay attention to possible differences. The objective is to examine can 

this study and its results give something new to this field of research.    
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All joint ventures are individual and independent companies. This sets some 

limitations. Data about joint venture companies based on interviews and visits in a 

couple of companies, and all that information what ManuCorp have. However, it 

is not been possible to make in-depth internal research in joint ventures. The 

scope of this project do not enable to explore all processes and for example 

decision-making in board of directors meeting. In addition, all available data what 

ManuCorp have, can include opinions which can create some pre-expectations. 

Even though the aim is to make objective and veracious observations and 

conclusions, there are still probably some attitudes to more or less influencing on 

the results. It is done some assumptions and simplifications to have coherent 

estimate about current situation.   

 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

Used methodology in this research is a case study. The case study is an empirical 

study that investigates contemporary phenomenon with its real-life context 

(Robert Yin 2002, p. 13). Case study is study of the particularly and complexity of 

a single case (Robert Stake 1995, p. XI). Chapter 2 presents different topics 

including this research but whole empirical part based on case ManuCorp 

Recovered Paper and its joint venture.  

 

This project started by studying ManuCorp as company and recovered paper 

business. It took also some time to become joint venture structure familiar. After 

researching current situation it was time to think possible solutions. ManuCorp’s 

managers helped to find the best solutions to implement. The total time for this 

master thesis project was about six months.  

 

This report includes theory and empirical parts. Theory part is based on earlier 

researches and studies. The theoretical background presents studies about subjects 

that are including empirical issues. Theory handles joint venture and several 

aspects’ connected to joint ventures. There is also told about financial 
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management, corporate governance, performance measurement and outsourcing. 

Earlier studies are also utilized in the results. There are combined a general 

understanding of joint ventures to this specific research. At last, it is compared 

earlier researches and the results of this study.   

 

Empirical part consists of internal and external data from ManuCorp and joint 

ventures. External (or public) data includes financial functions, ownership of joint 

ventures etc. Internal data means information for example about sales, prices, 

reports and contracts. Empirical observations are done during the whole project. 

These observations based on discussions with ManuCorp employees as Vice 

President of financial services, RCP business controller, RCP financial controller 

and director of RCP supply chain, internal data and information.  In addition to 

that, it is used interviews from joint venture. During this study it is sent questions 

to six core focus joint ventures. Questions sent all ventures that are owned at least 

50 % by ManuCorp. In addition to, it was visited in two joint ventures – one in 

Finland and one in Germany. Finnish joint venture company also answered 

questions even though it is this time out of the scope. However, this Finnish firm, 

JV 1 Oy, gives some references to observe core focus companies.   

 

In empirical part it is introduced the current situation and possible solutions to 

improve it. It is also created performance measurement system to observe and 

compare companies and the current situation of financial functions. Selected 

indicators describe both current situation and set target situation to pursue. 

Measurement system includes costs of financial functions and indicators that 

estimate success of reporting at the starting point. It is also used this performance 

measurement system as part of Balanced Scorecard for RCP joint ventures that is 

created to measure performance wider in future. 

 

Action plan and timetable is outlined with ManuCorp Financial Centre. It has 

been discussed about possible solutions and their implementation. Selected 

solution in thesis is chosen so that it is possible to implement in the near future. It 

has named persons to take responsibility of handling action plan. 
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1.4 Structure 

 

After introduction there are theory chapter what includes information about earlier 

research and results. Chapter 2 deals with financial managing and corporate 

governance in joint ventures. Chapter presents joint venture, accounting in 

networks in particular in joint venture, contracting and controlling in joint 

ventures, outsourcing and outsourcing and turn back. It handles also financial 

management and controlling in business, corporate governance and especially 

corporate governance in joint ventures, performance, performance measurement 

and using performance measurement for measure success of outsourcing. 

 

Chapter 3 presents Manufacturing Corporation Oyj and Recovered Paper (RCP) 

function. It describes what kind of RCP situation is nowadays. The main focus on 

chapter 3 is RCP joint ventures and their financial functions. The aim is find the 

biggest problems or development site of financial functions in joint ventures.  

After that, chapter 4 presents the background and the reasons that are led to 

current situation. This section introduces also target of improvement and possible 

solutions how to improve these financial functions.  

 

When all alternatives are research, chapter 5 tells action plan. Action plan 

includes chosen solutions, how to implement them and timetable. This chapter 

also pays attentions to possible risks and drawbacks which are caused by chances 

and implementing new system. Finally, conclusion and summary chapter makes 

overview and compares earlier research to this case.   
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2 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND CORPORATE 

GOVERNANCE IN JOINT VENTURES 

 

  

2.1 Joint ventures 

 

Business processes forms in horizontal and vertical collaboration. Horizontal 

collaboration means collaboration between companies targeting the same 

customer and vertical between a company and its supplier or customer in the 

supply chain. An importance of horizontal processes in the business is increased 

past years. This is lead companies to do more inter-organisational relationships 

like outsourcing relationships, business relationships, strategic alliances and joint 

ventures. Nowadays business relationships are more organised than before. 

Companies focus on their core business. Because of that have long-term business 

relationships, for example between companies that buy and sell products or 

services to each other, and outsourcing become more common. (Håkansson, 

Kraus and Lind 2010 p. 3-4, 35) 

 

Joint venture means co-owned company what is a separate entity with two or 

more active firms as partners. Operating joint venture means partnership where 

two or more firms create a separate entity to carry out a productive economic 

activity and take an active role in its strategic decision making. Operating joint 

ventures not includes passive financial investments which are made by parties 

who are not involved in the strategic business decisions. International joint 

ventures (IJVs) mean joint venture between foreign multinational enterprises and 

local companies. (Lane, Salk & Lyles 2001; Luo 2007; Harrigan 1986, p. 2-3) 

 

Some early ventures were firms whose stocks were owned by at least two other 

firms. Trading was one of the very first missions of joint venture. Anyway, use of 

co-operative ventures in the United States started in 1880’s when railroads used 

these companies for large-scale projects. At the beginning of the 20
th

 century were 

joint ventures formed to pool risks in shipping, gold exploration and other 
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undertakings. In 1950s became joint ventures more popular as vehicles for the 

U.S. business enterprise. Early joint ventures were often vertical by two or more 

competitors to share the outputs of a supplying facility. (Harrigan 1986, p. 5-6) 

 

The most of the joint ventures join to horizontal collaboration. The most common 

reason for setting up joint venture is situation, when big company wants to enter 

new market and need local company to help. Joint venture can be faster and easier 

way to enter because of local partner’s brand and knowledge of markets, and 

international partner’s product and size. At least two companies share risk and 

usually also equity. However, joint venture can be also vertical collaboration 

when owners can be suppliers or customers of joint venture. Joint venture can 

delivery raw material to its owner or sell owner’s products. Figure 1 presents three 

different kinds of joint ventures. The first alternative is horizontal joint venture. 

Two other joint ventures are vertical joint ventures. (Håkansson et al. 2010 p. 80; 

Wu 2012, p. 1; Nguyen & Do 2009) 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Different joint ventures 

 

There are several motives for joint venture formation. Table 1 shows one way to 

categorize motives to four part and presents some examples of motives. Usually 

companies have multiple motives simultaneously to establish a joint venture. 

Knowledge and technology development and market power can be sometimes the 

single motive. Sharing of risks and low-cost sourcing are often coupled with other 

motives. However, motives can be very different in separate cases. (Klijn, Reuer, 

Buckely and Glaister 2009) 

Ownership of joint venture

Product sales

Partner 1 Partner 2

Joint 

venture

Partner 1 Partner 2

Joint venture

Partner 1 Partner 2

Joint 

venture

Partner 1 Partner 2

Joint venture

Partner 1 Partner 2

Joint 

venture
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Table 1. Categories of joint venture formation motives (paraphrasing Dong and 

Glaister 2006; Glaister and Buckley 1996)  
 

 

 

Joint ventures have become more attractive and interested the last years. Number 

of joint ventures has increased significantly past decades. Anyway, joint ventures 

are usually quite unstable. Some studies from 1980s showed that about half of 

joint ventures broke up by the sixth year. Chowdhury (2009) says that joint 

venture breakdowns are often accompanied by lack of partner relationships. Also 

cost of joint ventures has cause dissension. Breakup may also happen because of a 

third company which becomes more efficient.  

 

Joint ventures should be possibility to create internal strengths, not way to hide 

weaknesses. Joint venture allows parent company to concentrate resources in 

those areas where they have the greatest respective strengths. Joint ventures are 

way to mix parent companies’ knowledge and needs. In addition to, all resources 

are not always for sale. Companies cannot always buy some internal strength like 

specific technology or know-how. Joint ventures are one possibility to get this 

kind of resources and reach a win-win situation. (Harrigan 1986, p. 17-18) 

 

For example Luo (2002) and Yan & Gray (1994) suggest that international joint 

ventures’ productivity have risen in caused by multinational enterprises valuable 

firm-specific advantages such as manufacturing skills, advanced technology and 

Category Examples of motives

Knowledge and technology Supplementary technological knowledge

development Exchange of existing technology/knowledge

Developing a new technology/knowledge

Cost and risk reduction Sharing of investment costs

Sharing of reseach and development costs

Spreading the risk of a large project over more than one firm

Low-cost sourcing Transfer of business units to lower cost location

Exchange of patents or territories to other partners

Market power Improvement of servicing international customers

To maintain position in existing market
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managerial expertise. However, there is also concern about the potential loss of 

transferred knowledge from multinational enterprise to local partner (Luo 2005, 

2007; Mjoen & Tallman 1997). Instead, Lane et al. (2001) suggested that the most 

significant in international joint venture’s success is partners ability to ensure two-

sided partner commitment which is needed for the effectively embrace and 

integrate knowledge transferred to the joint venture. Li, Zhou and Zajac (2009) 

contend that these differential emphases mirror the variation in prescriptions 

regarding the optimal design of international joint ventures to ensure joint 

ventures productivity.  

 

Many researched have noted the failure rates of international joint ventures 

(Fryxell, Dooley, & Vryza, 2002; Groot & Merchant, 2000; Perks & Sanderson, 

2000; Southworth, 1995). High failure rate has led to an increase interest in 

understanding the managerial problems of joint ventures (Tsamenyi, Qureshi & 

Yazdifar 2013; Bachmann, 2001; Berrell, Gloet, & Wright, 2002; Groot et. al. 

2000; Kamminga & Van der Meer-Kooistra, 2007). Especially, joint ventures in 

less developed countries cause a lot of problems (Tsamenyi et al. 2013). 

 

Joint ventures are investment to its parent companies. This causes need to 

monitoring joint venture. Anyway, some cases there are no monitoring at all. It 

can lead to problems. Cheating is also one common problem in joint ventures. 

Parent companies can try to cheat each other or joint venture company can cheat 

its parents. Lack of monitoring can increase opportunities to cheat some party. 

(Chowdhury 2009). 

 

2.1.1 Accounting in joint ventures 

 

Accounting is important for both internal and external stakeholders. Logical and 

reliable information is needed for management, analysing and controlling 

company’s activities. Anyway, accounting and management controls were 

primary developed for internal use in organisations. Competitive pressure and 

need to improve results led to increasing attentions to relationships with external 
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links. Decisions which are seeking minimise costs quickly but not take into 

account long-term relationships may be more expensive long-term. (Håkansson et 

al. 2010 p. 17, 36) 

 

As inter-organisational relationships are also inter-organisational accounting 

researched more in recent years. Anyway, topic of joint venture management 

control has received little attention (Håkansson et al. 2010 p. 84). There is not any 

established way to handle accounting in joint ventures. Laws and other general 

rules affect also joint ventures but there are also pressure and requisites from 

owners. Owner companies can affect much on accounting in joint ventures. 

 

2.1.2 Contracts and controlling in joint ventures 

 

In international joint ventures parties may have different needs. Maintaining the 

control is typically important for multinational enterprise, while the collaboration 

perspective could be essential for both partners. Local knowledge of smaller party 

as connections with local supply chain and government requirements plays also 

major role in joint ventures. This kind of different needs and perspectives can 

define role of controlling or lack of control. Due to that can international joint 

ventures control almost everything and to local partners it is enough just to be 

equal to the occasion and there is no need to control the actions. (Li et al. 2009)   

 

Li et al. (2009) tells that different studies are not consensus about optimal 

ownership structure in international joint venture. There are differences about how 

much control and collaboration are between owners and joint venture. They 

researched international joint ventures ownership structure and its influence on 

productivity of joint ventures. Multinational enterprise’s resources and knowledge 

are typically more important role in developing economies. If local partner is from 

developing country, they have often lack of needed assets and skills. This kind of 

joint venture increases multinational enterprise’s need to control joint venture.  
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Li et al. suggested that a higher ownership of multinational enterprise generally 

lead to higher productivity. Major ownership means that enterprise has more 

members on the board which increases enterprise’s ability to affect or control the 

strategic directions of the company (Mjoen et al. 1997). However, Li et al. note 

that increasing level of ownership from 51 percent to a higher level do not 

increase control correspondingly.  

 

Selecting good partner is a critical issue. Contracts and formal control are usually 

developed to manage problems. If partner is selected carefully, it reduces 

importance of formal controlling and contracts (Dekker 2004). Actually, major 

value of contracting can be setting down goals and methods. Contracts should be 

rather planning tool than being primarily and ex-post control device. (Tomkins 

2001)  

 

Joint venture contracts include normally operations and management, the co-

operation between the partners and the termination (Luo 2002). However, 

contracts can range from the complete to incomplete, but it is argued that joint 

venture contracts are almost never complete (Bernheim & Whiston 1998; Das & 

Teng 2000). A complete contract guards against opportunism by minimising 

uncertainties and risks (Das 2005; Shenkar & Zeira 1992). The complete contract 

can also lead to situation that everyone is avoiding responsibility and it 

contributes to conflicts between the partners (Das et al. 2000; Das 2005; Fryxell 

et. al. 2002; Goldberg 1976). 

 

The mission of joint venture contracts is provide a legally bound, define parties’ 

rights, duties and responsibilities, and ensures that goals, policies and strategies 

are specified. Joint venture contract can also protect each party’s proprietary 

knowledge (Hackett 1993). Incomplete contract can create ambiguities, which 

makes partners for shirking responsibilities, raises conflicts and hinders the ability 

to coordinate activities, utilize resources and implement strategies (Goldberg 

1976). Anyway, contractual completeness is not just term specificity as all 

relevant terms and clauses are specified. Every joint venture contract should not 
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be the same level of completeness. In some cases it might be used incomplete 

contracts due to unverifiable elements or it is not able to distinguish certain 

contingencies (Bernheim & Whiston 1998; Busch & Horstmann 1992). (Luo 

2002) 

 

Contracts are divided for three parts by Macneil (1978); classical, neoclassical and 

relational contracts. Joint venture contracts are usually relational contracts 

because of long durations of inter-partner dependency and enormous 

unanticipated contingencies in an uncertain environment (Luo 2002). Relational 

contracts which are seeking the maximum pay-off have to delineate both the 

substance and structure of the exchange (Williamson 1979).  

 

 

2.2 Outsourcing and turn back 

 

Outsourcing means subcontracting of service or activity to a third party for 

strategic use of company’s resources, to generate company’s values and gain 

competitive edge. Outsourcing is a contraction of the words outside resource 

using (Weimer & Seuring 2009). Outsourcing allows companies to focus on its 

core activities and improve overall performance while using external resources to 

execute operational task. Respectively, specialized third party can handle non-core 

activities. (Drtina 1994; Quinn 1999; Maelah, Aman, Hamzah, Amiruddin & 

Auzair 2010; Grover, Cheon & Teng 1994) 

 

At the beginning companies outsourced only non-core processes to reduce cost 

and improve performance but this kind of outsourcing did not help companies to 

impacting to their competitive position (Bharadwaj & Saxena 2009). Outsourcing 

can include whole business process (Weimer et al. 2009). Nowadays outsourcing 

is extended also to critical non-core processes as finance and accounting, human 

resource and customer support (Linder 2004). About 30-35 percent of time in 

accounting tasks is spent in low-end transaction processing activities (Reddy and 
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Ramachandran 2008). Outsourcing this kind of tasks allows company to focus on 

strategic tasks like controlling and financial planning.  

 

Many studies, for example Wood, Barrar, Jones and O’Sullivan (2001), 

Nicholson, Jones and Espenlaub (2004) and Nicholson and Aman (2006),  have 

told importance of accounting outsourcing process but Maelah et al. (2010) focus 

on the turn back process of accounting outsourcing. Finance and accounting 

outsourcing market has growth in the 2000s (Krell 2007).   

 

Anyway, failure rate of outsourcing relationship is high because of the high risk 

(Das & Teng 2001). One survey included over 200 companies and over 50 percent 

said that outsourcing does not deliver the benefits promised by media and vendors 

(Maelah et al. 2010). Many outsourcing deals are terminated and back-sourced or 

re-outsourced even though outsourcing contracts have not given enough 

consideration to early termination (Barney, Low and Aurum 2009). Performance 

that falls far below or far above client expectations are one of the main reason for 

terminating outsourcing contract (Ellis 2003; 2005).  

 

Succeed outsourcing process needs that company have clear understanding of 

their core activities, have done adequate research, have planned and developed 

clear objectives, goals and expectations of outsourcing activities (Barthelemy 

2003). If outsource company’s staff do not have full understanding of the 

company’s operations can cause to errors and mistakes for instance in accounting 

activities. Dealing with high technology application and confidential data about 

processes and clients may cause challenges and risks of outsourcing process. 

(Maelah et al 2010) 
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Financial Services Authority introduced six stages exit strategy to minimize risk 

of outsourcing (Maelah et al 2010): 

 

1. Decision to outsource 
 

2. Ensure that supplier is competent, honest, financially sound and has 

relevant knowledge and expertise. 
 

3. Formal contract and service level agreement between the two parties. 
 

4. Change management 
 

5. Contract management and periodic review 
 

6. Exit strategy and contingency planning 

 

Exit strategy is important if everything does not go as planned (Maelah et al. 

2010). Professional staff and suitable system can be problems outsourcing and 

taking activities back in-house. For example while outsourcing accounting it is 

usually needed to data transaction between parties. Different systems as ERP-

systems can use different file format so transaction can be problematic. 

Sometimes Microsoft Excel can be the only possibility to do transactions. The 

same problem can be when company takes activities back in-house. It can need 

expensive system and it have to train employees. (Maelah et al. 2010)  

 

 
2.3 Financial controlling and managing in business 

 

Management control means the process by which an organization influences on its 

members and units to work in ways that meet the organizational objectives 

(Glaister & Buckley 1998). Control is a central aspect of management and 

relevant in any system that holds managers accountable for their actions and 

decisions (Child, Faulkner & Tallman 2005). The main purpose of control is to 

achieve critical and predictability information on company’s or for example joint 

ventures’ operations (Makhija & Ganesh 1997). In joint venture is controlling also 

safeguard for the parents’ interests (Nguyen & Do 2009). 
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In international joint venture parent can choose to have either a broad control or a 

narrow control. The board control means that parent company have control over 

the entire range of the joint venture’s activities. Respectively, the narrow control 

means focusing on only one or two joint venture’s activities which are consider 

the most critical. These the most critical areas in international joint venture are 

usually marketing & sales, procurement, general management & operations, 

finance & accounting, R&D, production & quality and human resources. 

(Geringer & Hebert 1989; Glaister, Husan & Buckley 2005; Groot & Merchant 

2000) 

 

Financial controlling and management can be including both board and narrow 

control. It has been identified three management control system components that 

are critical for joint venture success (Groot and Merchant 2000; Porporato 2009; 

Porporato 2013). Managing company can be organized in three concepts: 

management control system (MCS), management accounting (MA) and cost 

accounting (CA). According to Porporato (2013), there are lack of congruence and 

agreement between the authors who are researched managing. Managing system 

control usually encompasses two key elements: a focus on the behavior of 

organizational participants and a concern with the effect of this behavior on 

organizational outcomes (Merchant and Simons 1986). 

 

Management accounting includes five most common topics. The first is budgeting 

and planning systems. A second topic is performance measurement, incentive and 

compensation. A third one, a transfer price, is an internally set transaction price to 

account for the transfer of goods or services between divisions of the same 

company (Belkaoui 1991). Next topic is cost allocation which describes the 

procedure by which product costs are constructed. Anyway, cost allocation and 

pricing decisions are often tied together under the concept of responsibility 

centers and transfer prices (Kaplan 1982; Merchant and Van der Steede 2005; 

Anthony and Govindarajan 2007). Some have also chosen to relate these topics 

under the performance measurement (Demski 1994). The last topic is governance 

mechanisms such as ownership, key personnel appointments and board issues. 
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Few authors have also named governance as reporting and auditing mechanism 

(Wang, Wee and Koh 1998). However, it is possible to study any of these five 

systems separately from the rest, but is has been also argued that practitioners do 

not have the same perspective (Johnson & Kaplan 1987).  (Porporato 2013) 

 

 

2.4 Corporate governance 

 

Governance has been associated with efficient and effective administration in a 

democratic framework. The basic goal of governance was create a good 

relationship between government and citizens. Good government implied 

accountability, transparency, openness and rule of law, in the other word made 

people live more satisfying and enjoyable. Background behind governance is 

thousands of year old and later companies adopted it also for their needs – 

companies created corporate governance. (Vagadia 2014, p. 19) 

 

Figure 2 presents Vagadia’s opinion how enterprise governance forms. Enterprise 

governance includes three levels: corporate governance, strategic governance and 

operational governance. Each level has different authors and different missions. 

Corporate governance task is control and monitor whole business. CEO and 

executive directors have to handle company’s vision and direction. Operational 

stage, including senior managers, ensures appropriate governance over projects 

and programs. 
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Figure 2.  Enterprise governance (paraphrasing Vagadia 2014, p. 32-34) 

 

One of the most influential corporate governance guidelines is the OECD 

Principles of Corporate Governance. It was published in 1999 and revised 2004, 

and it covers six main principles (OECD 2001; Vagadia 2014, p. 212-213). 

 

1. The corporate governance framework should promote transparent and 

efficient markets, be consistent with the rule of law, and articulate the 

division of responsibilities among different supervisory, regulatory and 

enforcement bodies. 
 

2. The corporate governance framework should protect and facilitate the 

exercise of shareholders’ rights. 
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3. The framework should ensure the equitable treatment of all shareholders 

and all shareholders should have the opportunity to obtain redress for any 

violation of their rights. 
 

4. The framework should recognize the rights of other stakeholders granted 

by law or mutual agreement and encourage active cooperation between the 

corporation and other stakeholders in creating wealth, jobs and the 

sustainability of financially sound business. 
 

5. The framework should ensure that timely and accurate disclosure is made 

on all material matters regarding the corporation, including the financial 

situation, performance, ownership and governance of the organization. 
 

6. Corporate governance should ensure the strategic guidance of the 

company, the effective monitoring of management by the board, and the 

board’s accountability to the organization and the shareholders. 

 

2.4.1 Corporate governance and joint venture 

 

Even though the most of large organizations have nowadays joint ventures, is 

weak governance still common. The effects of weak governance lead to chronic 

underperformance and a failure to adapt and evolve. Managerial costs can be 

excessive and it can break many partnerships. Actually, according to the 

Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals (2007), only about 10 % of 

organizations manage to build successful alliance. More than half underperform 

or fail to meet their strategic goals. Reasons to that are for example lack of 

collaborative ability, failure of the alliance to adapt to changes in strategy and 

mismatch between the governance structure and the way work really gets done. 

(Vagadia 2014, p. 259) 

 

There is often lack of legal and specific contracts. Due to that there is also a 

significant potential for risks that one or both parties may use resources ways that 

avoid the requirement to share profits with the other parties. When parties 

recognize this problem, they usually spend a lot of time negotiating and drafting 

detailed specifications of their rights and obligations. (Vagadia 2014, p. 260) 
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Designing a joint venture governance structure it has to choose between control 

and trust, or as done usually, using combination of these two. Good joint 

governance should ensure the for instance following issues (Vagadia 2014, p. 

260): 

 

 Decisions are made in the context of a well define and shared 

understanding of the organization’s vision and mission. 
 

 It is not just about decision, risk and compliance but about creating an 

environment which provides visibility and which helps to create 

discussion and debate.  
 

 It is not only a bureaucratic structure but also rather a strategic helping 

tool for all levels of organization. 

 

Petrovic, Kakabadse and Kakabadse made in year 2005 review of the literature on 

the governance of internal joint ventures. The article included 31 previous 

researched from year 1987 to year 2002. Point of view was differences between 

researches, for example roles of international joint venture’s board, decision-

making in board, board composition and board director’s tenure.  

 

Board and board effectiveness is in important role in success of a company and 

organizational performance (Renton 1999). It has been argues that board directors 

play a crucial role in international joint venture (Child 1998, Carver 2000). 

Actually, international joint venture partners’ representation on the joint venture 

entity board of directors is not only reflective of the equity ownership of the 

organization (Petrovic et al. 2005; Killing 1983; Schaan 1988; Kumar & Seth 

1998; Sharma 1998; Carver 2000). It also acts as a mechanism for ensure partners 

interests and ensuring relationships on the board (Satow & Wang 1994; Doz & 

Hamel 1998; Garrow, Devine, Hirsh & Holbeche 2000). These both 

characteristics have played an important role for international joint venture 

success in some researches (Beamish & Banks 1987; Antoniu & Whitman 1998; 

Wang, Wee & Koh 1999).   
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Board roles include for instance drawing up strategic plan, making investment 

decisions, dividend distribution, approval of budgets, monitoring performance and 

improving relationships between joint venture partners (Bjorkman 1995; Goodall 

& Warner 2002). 

 

Partners’ equity share directly effects on number of representative on the 

international joint venture board (Child & Yan 1999). Working in international 

joint venture’s board is not easy task due to board members are expected to 

protect their own parent’s interest but at the same time also focusing on joint 

ventures needs and pursuit of success (Pearce 2001). 

 

Decision-making on the joint venture board is complicated due to at least three 

different expectations. Two (or more) partners and joint venture have all own 

objectives, beliefs and attitudes. They all want less or more run their own interest 

(Shenkar & Zeira 1987). Goodall and Warner’s (2002) research noticed that often 

partners try to reach agreement on critical issues before board meeting. They 

avoided to handle these subjects at the meetings but then returned to it later in 

informal discussions. They also said that members of the board are not always 

chosen according to their business skills but also of taking accounting of cross-

cultural and relationship issues.  

 

Even though joint venture needs clear goals and decision-making processes, there 

is a danger of too much formalization of processes and specifying of roles 

(Garrow et al. 2000, p. 73). Anyway, joint venture board has internal and external 

roles. Internal roles are including strategic planning and performance monitoring 

processes, especially in the four areas (Kumar & Seth 1998, p. 597): 

 

1. Participation in drawing up strategic plans 
 

2. Approval of budgets and short-term plans 
 

3. Monitoring operating performance 
 

4. Coordinating the joint venture with the parents. 
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Instead of that external roles are involving in facilitating legal and public or 

government relations. Kumar et al. (1998) also concluded that with greater 

strategic interdependence between joint venture and its parents, both the internal 

and external roles of the board members intensify. However, increasing 

environmental uncertainty leads to situation when board members pay more 

attention to their external roles. 

 

Schuler (2001, p. 29) summarizes in his research critical selection criteria for the 

international joint venture directors. These criteria are knowledge of the 

international joint ventures business, parents’ strategy, structure and values; 

knowledge of the local culture, politics, laws and competitors; ability and 

willingness to learn and encourage transfer of leaning; ability to negotiate; 

understanding of cultural differences and tolerance of conflicts and ambiguity.   

 

Garrow et al. (2000, p. 35) say that although the joint venture’s manager may 

have been chosen from one of the parent companies, it is essential that he/she 

represents both parties impartially. Manager (CEO/GM) has to pay attention to 

each owner’s interests and find a balance between the parents’ priorities and 

compromise between their different sets of objectives (Hoon-Halbauer 1999). Li, 

Xin, Tsui and Hambrick (1999) present that international joint venture’s manager 

the most important requirement is his/her ability to express the vision, values and 

expectations of the joint venture and to have diplomatic competence and skills in 

cross-cultural understanding and communication. Necessary skills for the 

international joint venture’s manager are to inspire confidence, motivate staff and 

satisfy often-divergent interests of the parents (Geringer and Frayne 1990). 

 

Petrovic et al. (2005) concluded that following practical implications for 

international joint venture board directors can be ascertained: 

 

 International joint venture board directors need to have clearer roles 
 

 They have to be a better understanding of numerous issues pertinent to 

decision making and its vitally importance 
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 It is necessary to promote clear and open communication in the boardroom 

and enhance quality of relationships on the board. 

 

Governance issues are important in public companies. Joint venture partners are 

also increasingly concentrated on developing and implementing governance best 

practices within their joint venture vehicles. Some joint venture partners are 

agreeing that it would be independent directors in joint ventures which mean that 

director is not affiliated with any joint venture partner. It is more common that 

partners spend more time while developing codes of conduct and policies 

regarding conflicts of interest. Codes and policies includes information how 

partners will be conducted and define the rights and responsibilities. However, 

corporate governance in consolidated company and its joint venture can be very 

different due to position and company’s size. Consolidated company’s board has 

to ensure also shareholder’s advantage but in joint ventures are parents’ interests 

in more important part. (Glover, Babitz & Walha 2012).  

 

Vagadia (2014, p. 262-263) presents that good joint venture corporate governance 

includes next characteristics: 

 

 Appoint at least one outside director. Outsider can promote the interests of 

such a business and ask tough questions. It can dramatically improve its 

transparency and performance. An outside director can be also useful 

when parents have diverging interests. 
 

 Committees. Joint venture boards are establishing audit, compensation and 

other board committees to make board decision-making processes more 

efficient.  
 

 Code of Conduct. Joint ventures use increasing amounts of time 

developing codes of conduct and policies regarding conflict of interest. 
 

 Designate lead directors or a strong chair person. Board members should 

be with individual expertise that can provide real oversight and guidance 

in the specific skill set required. 
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 Create a real challenge process. An organization making a large 

investment in joint venture should oversee it with the same level of 

intensity that would be devoted to other businesses of the same size. 
 

 Let the venture’s CEO run the business. A board must empower a joint 

venture’s CEO to operate as its true general manager. 

  

Multi-party governance needs next mentioned characteristics: openness, 

transparency, accessibility, accountability and measurement, credibility, data and 

wisdom driven, consensus-based, opportunity for challenge and ability to resist 

capture. Instead of that, joint working relationship breakdowns can due to issues 

like different expectations of various stakeholders, lack of motivation, 

misunderstanding and communication breakdowns, diverse interests, cultural 

differences between parties and disruptive behavior. (Vagadia 2014, p. 263-265) 

 

2.4.2 Inter-organizational control mechanism 

 

Formal and informal control mechanisms in inter-organizational relationships can 

be divided in three parts: outcome control, behavior control and social control, as 

in figure 3 (Dekker 2004). These three parts can be used when planning and 

controlling the success of corporate governance system.  
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Figure 3. Part of control inter-organizational relationships (paraphrasing Dekker 

2004) 

 

Outcome control includes goal setting, reward structure and performance 

monitoring and rewarding. Behavior control means structural specifications as 

planning, rules and relations. It includes also behavior monitoring and rewarding. 

Social control consists of partner selection, trust and trust building as risk taking, 

joint decision making and problem solving. (Dekker 2004) 

 

 

2.5 Performance measurement in joint ventures 

 

Performance means company’s ability to produce the output in relation to the 

input (Laitinen 1998, p. 279-280). There are many reasons to measure 

performance, as analyzing current situation, improving the functions, reducing 

cost and motivating employees. (Rantanen & Holtari 1999, p. 3-4) 

 

It is possible to measure external and internal performance. External performance 

usually is based on Financial Statement and other public data. This kind of data 

allows measure company’s operations as an entirety. Company’s profitability, the 

scope of activities and capital adequacy are possible to measure by using external 

data. Internal performance can measure for example one product, one function or 
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whole company. Productivity, cost efficiency and flexibility can be part of 

internal performance. (Rantanen et al. 1999, p. 8-14) 

 

While measuring performance it is important to choose right indicators. Indicators 

have to be reliable, understandable, relevant and easy to use. Performance 

measurement should always base on company’s strategy and support company’s 

values and vision. There are six components to measure; quality, time, flexibility, 

economic, customer satisfaction and staff. (Hudson, Smart & Bourne 2001; 

Rantanen et al. 1999, p. 18) 

 

Performance measurement does not include only financial indicators. It includes 

also other point of view like personnel. For example, when employee perceive 

themselves as useful, important and meaningful to an organization, they are more 

likely to have intellectual and emotional commitment to the organization (Li et al. 

2009. 

 

2.5.1 Balanced Scorecard 

 

One of the most familiar performance measurement systems are Balanced 

Scorecard which is developed by Kaplan and Norton in 1992. It includes four 

perspectives (for example economic, customer, innovativeness and internal 

processes) and because of that it is balanced and comprehensive. Other 

performance measurement systems are for example The Performance Prism, 

Performance Matrix, Performance Pyramid and Dynamic Performance 

Measurement System. (Rantanen et al. 1999, p. 45-53) 

 

Balanced Scorecard is controlling tool that is particularly suited to implement 

corporate strategies and to link operational and strategic governance. Balanced 

Scorecard can be used by operationalization of strategies. It includes limited 

number of key performance indicators and pays attention to cause-effect relations. 

Figure 4 describes four dimensions of Balanced Scorecard which are basically 
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financial view, customer view, internal (production) view and innovation view. 

(Kaplan and Norton 1992, 2004) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Balanced Scorecard (paraphrase by Kaplan and Norton 1992) 

 

There are many possibilities to use results of performance measurement. Results 

can help improving and managing functions, motivating staff and set targets to 

operations. Anyway, there are also a lot of challenges when measuring 

performance. Indicators can focus on economic issues. It can be easy measure 

thing what are got used to measure and which are simply to measure. Often 

indicators do not support strategy even though performance measurement should 

base on company’s strategy. It is important to find critical success factors and 

ensure that performance measurement focuses on these factors. Individual 

measurement presents only current situation so it is important to measure 

performance continuously. Measurement system can be good but if the results are 

not utilized, measurement is not useful.   

Performance in joint venture is more complicate issue due to ownership. 

Performance does not depend only on owners’ goals but also on whether 

opportunism by owners can be contained. Owners can also offer intangible capital 

to joint venture and it can improve performance. (Chang, Chung & Moon 2013)   
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It can be also differences how owners assess the performance of joint venture. 

In international joint ventures it is familiar that smaller local company have been 

neglected performance measurement and choosing indicators (Sanyal & Guvenli 

2001).  It is suggested that specific dimensions of performance selected must be in 

harmony with the strategic objectives of foreign investors (Luo 1997). Sometimes 

partners use one performance measurement meaning they do not measure 

performance by themselves because it might be easier to understand 

organizational performance from a single standard because it reduces 

equivocation (Boschken 1994). Measurement can also depend on perspectives 

(Mohr 2006). 

 

If parent company evaluate performance strictly in according with their own 

interests, may lead to risk that it alienating their partners (Anderson 1990). The 

partner who considers they to benefit less from a joint venture than its partner may 

increase its efforts to exert control over the venture (Mohr 2006). In some cases 

joint venture’s managers do not know performance criteria and partners objectives 

may not always be clearly specified (Lopez-Navarro & Molina-Morales 2002). It 

is important to ensure that joint venture managers’ performance is linked to the 

partners’ objectives (Zeira, Yeheskel & Newbury 2004). 

 

2.5.2 Performance measurement and outsourcing 

 

Governing and controlling the outsourcing provider is essential for a successful 

outsourcing engagement (Gottschalk & Solli-Saether 2005). Anyway, how to set 

up and operate governance in detail is only a little examined. Because of balanced 

scorecard is a strategic controlling tool, it is also potential outsourcing controlling 

tool. Balanced scorecard can support the implementation of the corporates 

outsourcing strategy and governs and controls the external outsourcing provider. 

(Weimer et al. 2009)  

 

Using management accounting and performance management on outsourcing 

decisions are not much researched. Weimer et al. (2009) researched using 
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performance measurement in business process outsourcing. They had four case 

companies. That research showed that relation between operational key 

performance indicators and their financial impact is quite unimportant for the 

company that is outsourcing its processes. The customer perspective does not play 

any role. Number of parameters is less important than aligning all parameters with 

the overall business strategy. Performance measurement systems have developed 

to controlling the overall cost reductions and aligning which parameters impacting 

them. Nevertheless, using performance measurement and thinking outsourcing 

process in several dimensions can be useful. (Weimer et al. 2009) 
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3 CASE MANUCORP RECOVERED PAPER – SITUATION 

TODAY 

 

 

3.1 Recovered Paper (RCP) 

 

Recovered Paper (thereinafter RCP), also called as recycled paper, means 

manufacturing paper using recovered paper as raw material. RCP is one of the 

functions including ManuCorp Paper ENA (Europe and North America) business 

area. The main product of RCP paper machines is newspaper and the most of 

customers are publishers.  Nowadays forms newspapers about one quarter of 

graphic paper end-uses in Europe. ManuCorp’s recovered paper consumption has 

been over 3 million tons in recent years.  (ManuCorp 2014, p. 21, 34) 

 

The main raw material of recovered paper is recycled fibre, meaning basically 

recycled paper. ManuCorp is the world’s largest user of recovered paper for the 

production of graphic papers. ManuCorp purchases recovered paper from 

associated companies and joint ventures over 600 000 tonnes in year 2013. Whole 

consumption of ManuCorp’s recovered paper products was 3,5 million tonnes of 

in year 2013. (ManuCorp 2014, p. 34, 75, 119) 

 

ManuCorp has 10 mills that are processing recovered paper. All mills are located 

in Europe, focusing on central Europe and particularly in Germany. There are 

recovered paper production Finland, Great Britain, France, Germany and Austria.   

The most of these paper mills products also other paper products. For example in 

Finland there are only two paper machines that can product recovered paper. Total 

recovered paper capacity of ManuCorp is about 4 000 000 tons per year. 

 

RCP paper machines are dependent of raw material. Almost all of the machines 

can use only deinked pulp (DIP) that is produced using recycled paper as raw 

material. Even though some machines can use other materials it is not profitable 

due to significant higher material costs. It is also possible to transfer DIP, but it 
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increases costs. This highlights the importance of the raw material, recovered 

paper, supplies to mills, quality and price. For example in Finland uses RCP paper 

machines about two-thirds of all home collection recycled paper. On the average 

about 70 percent of all raw material paper comes from local authorities, meaning 

basically from households. 30 percent comes from industrial vendors like printers 

and publishers. Therefore, RCP paper mills are quite dependent on the ordinary 

citizen and their willingness to recycle paper.   

 

 

 

Figure 5. Paper lifecycle  

 

Figure 5 presents paper lifecycle. Basically paper is produced on fresh fiber 

meaning wood. This paper is used for example for magazines. Consumer buys 

magazines, reads them and throws away. This paper may be used again while 

doing recovered paper. That’s why needed de-inking process that is presented 

later in figure 7.   
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Figure 6. Paper mill supply chain in paper and in recovered paper  

 

In figure 6 there are two examples of paper production and supply chain. Left part 

of figure describes making paper from wood fiber. After felling woods are 

transported for example to saw mill where are made wood products. After that 

unused wood and wood pulp goes to paper mill. Some woods come direct from 

forest to paper mill. Produced paper goes via customer as publisher to consumer. 

Finally paper is recycled and comes again to paper mill – for raw material of 

recovered paper. 

 

3.1.1 De-inking 

 

De-inking is specific process which is part of predicting recovered paper. After 

the collected paper has delivered to mill, de-inking facilities is the very first step 

in paper mill while doing recovered paper. At first in de-inking facilities is sorting 

when it is separating the rest of the other waste, as plastic and cardboard, from 

paper. Rivets have to also remove from paper. After that all ink and impurity will 

be deleted from paper. It happens with a special foam method. Finally there are 

for example few thickening steps. After de-inking is pulp ready for paper 

machine. De-inking process description is on figure 7. 
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Figure 7. De-inking facilities 

 

3.1.2 Paper quality and recycling systems 

 

Quality of recovered paper plays an important role. All citizens can influence on 

this quality. Ordinary people are responsible for the sorting waste to different 

collection containers. However, local recycling systems differ a lot in different 

countries. For example in Finland there are separate collection containers to paper, 

board, glass, metal and other waste. If all Finnish people would sort waste 

carefully, would RCP paper machines in Finland get always high quality raw 

material without sorting and quality-problems. Instead in some other European 

countries it is used to put paper and board to same container or even paper, board 

and plastic to same container with paper. This lead to that situation that even 

though everybody would recycle wastes correctly, paper has to still sort and 

separate from all other waste. 

 

Good recycled paper is dry and do not include other waste. Paper has to also 

recycle quite soon after printing because ink separates worse if it has several 

weeks between inking and de-inking. Wet and frozen paper is also inappropriate. 
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Figure 8 shows good quality recycled paper. There are only paper and paper is 

fresh and dry. 

 

 

Figure 8. Good quality recycled paper 

 

Paper can be recycled about 4 to 6 times before it can too weak for further use in 

papermaking. All other waste among paper causes extra work and cost. Plastic, 

cardboard et cetera has to been separated. Figures 9 and 10 show poor quality 

recycled paper. In figure 9 there are too much plastic and other waste. In figure 10 

brown cardboard causes problems. 
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Figure 9. Poor quality recycled paper, too much plastic 

 

 

Figure 10. Poor quality recycled paper, too much board 
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3.2 RCP Joint ventures 

 

ManuCorp Recovered Paper business area is co-owner of the nine joint ventures. 

Eight companies are located in Europe and one in India. In Europe there are two 

companies in Austria (JV 6 and JV 8), one in Czech Republic (JV 9), one in 

Finland (JV 1), three in Germany (JV 2, JV 4 and JV 7), one in Italy (JV 3). In 

India there are one company (JV 5).  

 

Several RCP joint ventures are founded in year 2007. The future economic 

situation began to look uncertain at those times so companies were not eager to 

make big investments. Co-owned joint ventures were clever way to share the risks 

and create wide supply chain network. Some companies as JV 6 are founded with 

small capital. Nowadays the value of these companies can be multiple bigger. 

 

The most of the ManuCorp recovered paper mills and paper machines are 

dependent on recycled paper because of these machines cannot use any other raw 

material than deinked pulp (DIP). DIP is made using recovered paper in de-inking 

process. It is possible to move deinked pulp to other RCP paper machines but it 

increases costs. There are some suppliers that sells DIP but the markets are 

limited. RCP joint ventures can ensure adequate raw material deliveries to de-

inking process. One of the challenges is that recycled paper is not available on the 

open markets.  In some countries municipalities organizes paper collection. They 

choose partners which carry out collection and recycling.  

 

Joint ventures are also in important role in ManuCorp’s producer’s responsibility 

of recovered paper collection. For example in Finland producers need to organize 

recovered paper separate collection and recycling. Producers need to make sure 

that at least 75 % its produced paper is recycled. ManuCorp’s joint ventures JV 1 

in Finland, JV 3 in Italy and JV 8 in Austria are in key role because purchasing 

from these three companies represents almost three quarters of total recovered 

papers purchase amount from associated companies and joint ventures. 

(ManuCorp 2014, p. 119, Finlex 2013)   
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Table 2. RCP joint ventures’ revenue and costs 2013  

 

 

 

Table 2 presents all RCP joint ventures. JV 7 do not have own financial statement 

but its sales and cost are included in JV 2 numbers. Total revenue of joint ventures 

was about 270 million euros year 2013. JV 1 Oy is the biggest company but all 

rest companies are a quite homogenous.  

 

 

3.3 Current situation of financial functions in RCP joint ventures 

 

Joint ventures are acting as independent companies. They operate daily business, 

handle processes and organize support functions as they want. Owners’ 

representatives are in companies’ board and can influence those way business 

operations of joint ventures. However, owners have not interfered all that much 

and active. 

 

Shareholder’s agreements do not include any references how financial functions 

should be handled. This means that all joint venture companies have carried out 

financial tasks whatever way they have thought the best. ManuCorp has required 

only few monthly reports about company’s operations. One of the most important 

financial reports is MA report. MA report created in year 2012 and implemented 

at the beginning of year 2013. In includes simplified profit and loss account which 

specify sales to ManuCorp and sales to 3
rd

 parties. It also includes fixed and 

variable cost. MA report contains also some balance sheet numbers. MA report 

fulfils IFRS standard’s requirements even though joint ventures are not under 

ManuCorp’s consolidated financial statement at the moment. 

 

JV 1 JV 2 JV 3 JV 4 JV 5 JV 6 JV 8 JV 9 Total

SALES TOTAL 75 000 25 000 35 000 30 000 20 000 15 000 40 000 30 000 270 000

OPERATIVE COSTS -71 500 -24 000 -34 500 -29 500 -19 800 -14 800 -39 800 -29 900 -263 800

OPERATING PROFIT 3 500 1 000 500 500 200 200 200 100 6 200

1 000 EUR
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Every joint venture should send MA report regularly in the next month but there 

have been a lot of delays. MA report’s information should be easily available 

from company’s internal accounting and filling the same template in every month 

should be quite simple and fast task. However, if joint venture company do not 

have sufficient monthly internal accounting, can MA report take some time. In 

that case it is possible that there is lack of controlling and financial planning if 

company’s managers do not know anything about short-term profit, profitability 

or cash flow. As known, only revenue does not tell know well about company 

success.  

 

One of most important missions of the these joint ventures should be supply raw 

material, in the other words, recycled paper, to ManuCorp with competitive price. 

ManuCorp’s point of view should joint ventures sell material to ManuCorp with 

zero margins (in practise statutory producing costs +5 percent) and tries to make 

profit with all other customers. Even though pricing follows basically market 

prices and long-term price level, it is very hard to control and optimise operations 

if there is no one knowing about short-term financial numbers and figures. Long-

term successful business needs managing and reacting to situation quickly, not 

after everything is gone wrong several months ago.  

 

In the past in years 2007-2011 ManuCorp has not specially paid attention to 

controlling joint ventures. Joint ventures have been allowed to operate casually. It 

is possible that there are a huge deficiency of business and financial controlling. 

Probably there is not any kind of performance measurement in some companies. 

Operative decisions do not base on financial data or economical experience. This 

is possible led to situation when there are a lot of unnecessary costs which would 

be reduced with easy production optimising actions.  

 

As told earlier in theory part, it is not rare that joint venture cheats on its owners 

or owners cheat on each other. It is possible that joint venture company do not 

even try to offer zero margins to ManuCorp. In addition to it can be unclear whose 

interest joint ventures seek. It is possible that joint venture seeks only its own 
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interest while forgetting its owners. Normally, it could be also owners aim but in 

this situation is different because of ManuCorp is a big customer of many joint 

ventures. The worst case is that interests of other partner are the most important 

and ManuCorp’s interests are totally ignored. Basically, if ManuCorp does not 

benefit anyhow from the joint venture, it is only useless investment. 

 

One special characteristic in joint ventures is ManuCorp self-billing. Self-billing 

means that ManuCorp collect all purchases from each joint venture per month and 

send invoice to them. This invoice includes information how much ManuCorp 

have got delivered material and how much ManuCorp is going to pay to joint 

venture, not how much joint venture have to pay to ManuCorp. In practise joint 

ventures do not need invoice ManuCorp at all. It has to only check quantities and 

control that ManuCorp pays invoice.  

 

Survey to couple of joint venture companies showed that self-billing can be very 

easy and fast task if everything is correct. Then joint venture has to only target 

amount to its own files and reports. Self-billing consist of many deliveries and 

orders so all these have to add together. The sum should be the same than self-

billing invoice. There can be also some errors of differences which cause some 

extra work. The most likely error happens when order material is delivered in 

different month. There can be also some differences in weight when truck is 

weighed in the joint venture and in ManuCorp.  

 

Next, there are presented current situation and specific characteristics in 

individual joint ventures. It is looked over all those companies that are at least 50 

percent owned by ManuCorp. In addition, it is presented JV 1 at first as 

benchmark. Information is collected via interviews and questionnaire. It is sent 

questions to all those companies via email. Financial manager or someone else 

answered to questions. If there was something unclear in answers, it was made 

some additional questions. Questionnaire is shown in appendix I.  
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3.3.1 Case JV 1 

 

ManuCorp is not major owner of Joint Venture 1 so this thesis does not focus on 

JV 1. Nonetheless, it brings point of references to handle financial functions and 

tasks. Additionally, nothing prevents to offer same solutions also to JV 1 than 

major owned joint ventures, if there will be found something more cost-efficient 

and utilitarian way to handle financial tasks than at the moment.  

 

JV 1, located in Finland, is the biggest of all ManuCorp RCP joint ventures. JV 1 

is owned with several paper industry companies. JV 1 forms over 25 % of all 

revenue in RCP joint ventures. The biggest size shows for example in number of 

invoices per month; in JV 1 it is almost 2 000 purchase invoices per month what 

means about 10 times more than average number of all other companies. JV 1 

differs from many other joint ventures because it has a lot more own employees 

than the most of the joint ventures.  

 

JV 1 is in significant role in Finland because of producer responsibility. It is also a 

major supplier to ManuCorp mill in Finland. JV 1 has few employees in financial 

functions. Some tasks, like accounting and payroll, are outsourced. It is reporting 

and controlling operations much more than smaller companies. JV 1 does monthly 

group financial statement and reports to board and other stakeholders. JV 1 makes 

MA report to ManuCorp and to another big owner. Because of wide internal 

reporting and controlling is MA report easy task and takes only some minutes. 

This is good point of reference for other companies, where are some problems 

with MA template. MA reports come also usually at time. Instead of MA report, is 

self-billing more complicate task. JV 1, as all joint ventures, has to target all 

deliveries per month. It can take several hours to target all documents, purchases 

and deliveries. There can be also some weight differences between loading and 

mill which makes errors.   

 

One of the biggest differences in JV 1 is the extent of controlling, reporting and 

managing. Even though simply tasks are outsourced, there are all critical issues 
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still handled in JV 1. Reporting and controlling is daily. This make possible to 

manage operations based on financial data. In JV 1 are ManuCorp’s reports only a 

small part of all reporting.  

 

3.3.2 Case JV 2  

 

Joint Venture 2 (JV 2) is located in Germany and it is owned with one partner. JV 

2 is one of the most important companies of this research because of the 

ownership and it is also big supplier to ManuCorp. JV 2 has own joint venture, JV 

7. Basically, JV 7 works under JV 2 and JV 2’s managers operate JV 7. JV 7 do 

not have own general manager or financial function. JV 2’s numbers includes 

business of JV 7. However, it is not possible to ManuCorp to separate JV 7 sales 

and costs from total values.  

 

JV 2 has a part-time general manager who works also for other owner. There is no 

employee in financial tasks and almost all tasks, such accounting, reporting and 

controlling is outsourced to other owner. Other owner also handles invoicing. One 

local accounting company does some accounting tasks. Financial reporting and 

controlling, which is done by other owner, takes about 2-4 hours per month. That 

time do not include accounting or invoicing. MA reports are sent to ManuCorp 

about one month late all the time since 2013 when MA reports implemented.  

 

There are about 150 invoices per month which are handled by other owner. 

However, JV 2 purchasing itself everything, other owner handles only invoicing. 

Self-billing from ManuCorp takes about from 10 minutes to one and half hours 

per month. It depends on errors and differences how fast self-billing handles.  

 

Reporting and controlling is problematic in JV 2. Other owner’s employee, 

“controller”, do all financial reports but first of all, he is not really economy 

professional. He does only those reports that he does to ManuCorp and the rest of 

his working hours he is doing IT-tasks in other owner. There is no internal 

financial managing, what leads to situation that easy financial tasks take a quite 
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lot of time. Moreover, someone else does at first figures and after that “controller” 

translate it to ManuCorp’s MA report. He have to do reports a little bit like blind 

because he do not work with JV 2’s numbers daily or even weekly, only when he 

is doing these reports once a month. Everything is just numbers to him, not any 

causation or knowledge behind the numbers. JV 2’s general manager seems to be 

also quite unknown about financial issues. At this moment total cost of financial 

task, which includes all outsourcing costs, are about 2500 euros per month.  

 

Quality and reliability of reporting are huge problems. There is not a clear picture 

that is it due to unskilled reporting and controlling or it is some other reasons, but 

for example MA report presents about one million euros bigger revenue and 

operating profit than company’s official financial statement in year 2013. 

However, issues like this highlight the lack of controlling. Errors and differences 

on reporting lead to situation when it is impossible to trust on financial reporting. 

Even though all above-mentioned factors would be due to human error, it makes 

owner question the whole management of company.  

 

Unfortunately, observations from reporting and its reliability reveal also owner’s 

lack of controlling. ManuCorp has not paid attention to joint ventures in years 

2007-2011. No one has ever checked reports nor been able to verify the validity of 

numbers. Of course in big companies it is common that it is not possible to control 

and check everything but these notices shows the cruel truth. ManuCorp has 

provided the opportunity to JV 2 to mismanagement and make huge mistakes in 

reporting. 

 

3.3.3 Case JV 3 

 

Joint Venture 3 (JV 3) is important raw material supplier in Italy. It is also owned 

with same partner than JV 2. JV 3 is basically only trading company. They have 

13 employees and 3,5 persons of them are doing financial tasks. In addition, they 

have outsourced few reports and preparing financial statement. The total cost of 
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financial tasks are about 10 000 euros per month including salaries and 

outsourcing cost of few small tasks. 

 

Reports to ManuCorp are only reports what are outsourced. JV 3 told that they do 

“company business analysis” but there is not a clear what that means. They could 

neither show any example of reports. However, JV 3 told that the most important 

financial tasks are invoicing, controlling, reporting, financial statement and 

hedging. If they would have something wide reporting and controlling systems, 

they probably would not outsource only couple simple reports. For example MA 

report is simplified profit and loss accounting so if company is controlling the 

financial issues, it should be an easy task. There is usually about one month delay 

in MA report. Even though reporting is quite narrow, it is probably reliable. MA 

reports match with financial statement and there are no other reasons to discredit.  

 

Monthly deliveries from joint ventures consist of several smaller orders and 

deliveries. Number of these orders and deliveries depends on company. In 

addition to, each purchasing document is divided to different routes. This is 

because there are different loading sites and destinations. Specially, in Italy there 

are a lot of loading sites. It means that one purchasing document can include from 

one to over 30 different routes. If in JV 2 there are fewer than 10 routes per 

month, in JV 3 routes differs from about 50 to 150. JV 3 has also more purchasing 

documents per month than JV 2 or JV 6. Because of that is effect multiplied and 

JV 3’s data includes dozens of times line and record. About only the half of these 

lines and routes are really used but all lines are in systems and reports. This 

caused some extra work because all routes have to been handled and self-billing 

includes all that information. JV 3 has to also handle this information and target 

all orders and reports to self-billing invoice. 

 

Above-mentioned situation can be reason why JV 3 told that it takes about 20 

hours per month to handle ManuCorp self-billing. They said that they will have 

new system in year 2015 and after that self-billing will take about 10 hours. 

Anyway, 10 or 20 hours are still significant more than in any other joint venture. 
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Purchase invoices JV 3 have about 320 per month. It can be that handling these 

purchasing invoices takes also unnecessary time if it is as slow as handling self-

billing. 

 

3.3.4 Case JV 4  

 

Joint Venture 4 (JV 4) is trading company in Germany. JV 4 is about as big as JV 

2. JV 4 differs from many other joint venture because of ManuCorp do not buy 

any raw material from JV 4. JV 4 does not have either own production. 

 

JV 4 has nine employees altogether. One person is handling financial tasks. This 

person is in charge of bookkeeping and other financial tasks. Controlling, 

reporting and financial statements are outsourced to other owner. This company is 

the other owner and it does all reports, also those which are sent to ManuCorp. 

MA reports come usually about two months late. Total costs of financial 

functions, including outsourcing and in-house salaries are about 6 500 euros per 

month.  

 

Quality of reporting is quite good in JV 4. In addition to ManuCorp reports they 

do their own liquidity planning, budgeting and comparison of performance to 

budget monthly level. However, there are small differences between reporting and 

financial statement. It is also a little bit weird thing that they have outsourced 

controlling and reporting even though they tell that these tasks are the most 

important in their company. Usually the most important and critical tasks are 

wanted to keep in-house and outsource less critical, routine tasks. Anyway, the 

other owner is this outsourcing partner. It is understandable that these tasks are 

outsourced to owner but it would be interested to know that who have chosen this 

outsourcing partner and on what grounds. 
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3.3.5 Case JV 5 

 

Joint Venture 5 (JV 5) in the only joint venture that is outside the Europe. It is 

quite small company in India. At this moment is ManuCorp not selling or buying 

anything from JV 5. JV 5 has been able to operate quite independent. 

 

Due to low salaries costs there is outsourced nothing in JV 5. 10 persons are 

handling financial costs and total costs of financial functions are still only little 

over 3 000 euros per month. Even though personnel costs are low in India, 10 

persons are quite much in that small company. They told that financial tasks take 

about 2 000 work hours per month all together. There are only about 70 purchase 

invoices per month. They are also doing receivables management, monthly 

operational status and target versus actual reports. However, it is not clear that do 

this reporting fulfil all occidental requirements. These reports are also usually 

basic reports. They told that reporting takes about 150 hours per month what is 

much if comparing to reports. 

 

There are also the biggest delays in reports in JV 5. Delays can be from 2 to 3 

months. Reporting is narrow and delayed but reports match with financial 

statement. It means that there is no reason to doubt reliability.  

 

3.3.6 Case JV 6 

 

Joint Venture 6 (JV 6) is paper sorting company in Austria. Revenue of JV 6 is 

the smallest of all joint ventures. However, JV 6 has quite a lot own employees 

due to it is not outsourced production as the most of joint ventures. Four persons 

of about 80 employees are working for financial tasks. However, each of these 

four persons is taking care of their own department of company and they 

altogether spend about 30 hours per month. In practise this means that it is needed 

less than one person to handling in-house financial tasks. Accounting, balance and 

payroll accounting are outsourced to external tax consultancy firm. All rest 

financial tasks are handled in-house. 
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In-house salaries and outsourcing costs of financial functions are about 6 000 

euros per month. Outsourcing takes the biggest part of costs. Even though revenue 

is the smallest, JV 6 has still about 400 purchase invoices. ManuCorp self-billing 

takes about 2 hours per month so it does not cause a lot of work. 

 

JV 6 is doing some basic business reports like monthly and cumulative profit and 

loss accounting, cost centre calculation and liquidity planning. They think that 

liquidity planning and approval invoicing and payment are the most important 

financial tasks in their company. However, they have separated financial tasks to 

four persons so it can be that nobody is actually on charge and management is 

disjointed. Usually JV 6 sends report to ManuCorp at time. 

 

When comparing MA reports from JV 6 and their financial statement in year 

2013, there are some differences. Revenue is the same but cost and profit differ. 

Operating profit is actually 200 000 euros smaller than they reported. The 

difference is not huge but can make owner wonder. Because reporting and 

controlling are not outsourced it cannot blame outsourcing partner.   

 

3.3.7 Summary of the financial functions   

  

One way to estimate financial functions and success of improvement is 

performance measurement. Using performance measurement for outsourcing is 

quite little research and Balanced Scorecard is not directly suitable for measuring 

outsourcing due to for example customer dimension. However, in this case form 

performance of financial functions only one dimension. Some tasks are 

outsourced and some tasks are handled in-house. That means that performance 

measurement systems measures both internal processes and external outsourced 

tasks. 

 

Table 3 includes six indicators that measures current situation of financial 

functions. This measurement system is not completely Balanced Scorecard but it 

is trying to measure performance from different point of view. Selected indicators 
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give overview and information on costs, quality, reliability and extent of financial 

functions. Indicators are quite simple and do not need complicated investigation. 

Some indicators are numerical and some non-numerical. In addition, table 

includes revenue 2013 that it is possible to compare the sizes of companies. There 

are all focus companies (JV 2, JV 3, JV 4, JV 5 and JV 6) and also JV 1 for 

reference. Once again, JV 2 includes JV 7 data.  

 

Table 3. Financial function indicators and performance in autumn 2014  

 

 

 

 

The first indicator in table 3 is delay of reports. Each joint venture should send for 

example MA report to ManuCorp by 15
th

 day of month. Only JV 1 and JV 2 

usually send report about the right day. JV 2 and JV 3 send reports about one 

month late, JV 4 about two months late and JV 5 even three months late. Doing 

MA report should take only couple minutes if reporting and controlling in 

Revenue 2013
Delays on 

reports

Cost of 

financial 

functions per 

month

Number of 

employees 

on financial 

functions

Number of 

purchase 

invoicing 

per month

Extent of reporting
Reliable of 

reporting

JV 1 75 000 000 €

Max. few 

days

22 000 € / month 

outsourcing, do 

not include 

salaries 5 persons 1700

Consolidated financial 

statement monthly, 

reports to board and 

bank, cash flows, 

controlling per 

prodution

Reports are wide and 

reliable

JV 2 25 000 000 € 1 month

2500 € / month 

(everything 

outsourced) None 150

Pour, only obligatory 

to UPM

Pour, reports and 

accounting/financial 

statements do not 

match

JV 3 35 000 000 € 1 month

9700 € / monh 

(including 

outsourcing and 

in-house salaries) 3,5 persons 320

Quite pour, only some 

"company business 

analysis"

Reporting is quite 

narrow but the 

reports match / are 

reliable

JV 4 30 000 000 € 2 months

6 500€ / month 

(including 

outsourcing and 

in-house salaries) 1 person 160

Liquidity planning, 

budgeting / comparison 

of performance to 

budget

Little doubtful, 

reports and financial 

statement do not 

match completely

JV 5 20 000 000 € 2-3 months

3200 € / month 

(including 

personnel costs) 10 persons 70

Receivables 

management, monthly 

operational status, 

target vs. actual

Reporting is narrow 

and delayed but 

reports match

JV 6 15 000 000 €

Max. few 

days

6000 € / month 

(including 

outsourcing and 

in-house salaries)

4 persons 

doing some 

tasks = 0,5 

person full-

time 400

Monthly and 

cumulative profit, cost 

centre calculation, 

liquidity planning 

Little doubtful, 

reports and financial 

statement do not 

match completely
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company is handled correctly. Month or two months delays are probably attitude 

problems or inability to do reporting. 

 

There is some variety of cost of financial functions. JV 2 uses the least money on 

financial functions and it appears directly in reporting. Respectively, JV 1 is doing 

reporting and controlling the widest and the best, but costs are significant higher 

than every other company. Anyway, JV 1 is many times bigger than other 

companies. It is justified that cost of financial functions in JV 1 are higher but it 

could be also able to do the same tasks cheaper.  

 

Number of employees on financial functions is not directly comparable due to 

outsourcing. Anyway, it shows some direction. Number of purchase invoicing per 

month tells a little about company and its business. Basically, there is correlation 

of revenue and number of purchase invoices. However, for example in JV 6 there 

are a lot of purchase invoices even though it is the smallest joint venture. 

 

In general is extent of reporting quite poor. Some companies, as JV 1, make wider 

reporting but the most of joint ventures do not. One thing what causes the biggest 

concern is reliable of reporting. Reliable of reporting measures differences 

between financial statement or accounting and MA report. For example 

comparing MA report and financial statement there were couple big differences. 

Even though it is not clear that was it human error or cheating, it is not acceptable. 

Of course, there is no reason to suspect all companies. MA report and financial 

statement match in the most of companies. It is not possible at the moment to 

check all facts on reports but there is neither anything suspicious. 

 

Delays in reports also weaken the reliability because information can be already 

irrelevant after couple months. At the moment this indicators based on MA report 

and financial statement but it is necessary discuss that it is possible to find out 

some combination indicators that takes account of several factors that are 

influencing on reliability. Using some internal data it would be possible to 

measure more carefully the reliability but it can be too laborious.   
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Table 4. Outsourced tasks in joint ventures in autumn 2014 

 

 

 

Table 4 shows which tasks are outsourced and which are handled in-house. As 

you can see, there are a lot of differences. For example JV 2 is outsourced 

everything and JV 5 is not outsourced anything. JV 4 is outsourcing the most 

important tasks: reporting and controlling but handling in-house accounting and 

invoices handling. JV 3 has outsourced only few reporting task. One interesting 

aspect is that co-owner is the most familiar outsourcing partner.  

  

Accounting Reporting Controlling
Invoices 

handling

JV 1

Outsourced to external 

partner In-house In-house

Outsourced  to 

external partner

JV 2

Outsourced to co-

owner and some tasks 

to external partner

Outsourced to co-

owner

Outsourced to 

co-owner

Outsourced to co-

owner

JV 3 In-house

In-house, some 

tasks outsourced In-house In-house

JV 4 In-house

Outsourced to co-

owner

Outsourced to 

co-owner In-house

JV 5 In-house In-house In-house In-house

JV 6

Outsourced to external 

partner In-house In-house In-house
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4 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT IN JOINT 

VENTURES 

 

 

4.1 The Current situation of joint ventures - The causes and consequences 

 

Next analysis based on observations and notions that has been come to the fore 

during this project. There are not any individual sources. Analysis forms internal 

data about company and joint ventures, discussion with ManuCorp management, 

interview with joint ventures and other conceptions that have emerged. 

 

Recycling and eco-friendliness are popular trends at the moment. It is logic that 

ManuCorp wants to invest in recovered paper productions. ManuCorp needs a lot 

of recycled paper but it is not a waste company. Focusing on core processes is 

also familiar nowadays so it is understandable that ManuCorp solved the situation 

by setting up joint ventures. Joint ventures shares equity risk and can offer 

strengths from all partners.  

 

The most of joint ventures are founded at the same time in year 2007. In 

ManuCorp’s point of view the main purpose of joint ventures was and still is to 

ensure raw material supplies to ManuCorp Recovered Paper mills. Basically, 

other partner is waste industry company. Joint ventures created synergies and 

possibility to win-win situation. However, probably nobody paid attention to joint 

ventures in long-term. Partners founded companies for that day needs and were 

thinking whole RCP joint venture portfolio as small secondary business. 

 

Maybe due to that made ManuCorp and other partner quite incomplete contracts. 

Contracts included basic information and clauses. Anyway, nobody paid attention 

to how it should be implement for example financial management and controlling. 

There are not a clear responsibilities and missions in contracts. 
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For ManuCorp it is the most important mission of joint ventures to be reliable and 

cost-efficient part of supply chain. The most critical companies are those who 

deliver raw material to ManuCorp Recovered Paper mills. These companies 

should deliver high-quality recycled paper at the right time and with a low price. 

Supplier joint venture’s strategy should include quality, delivery (time) and price. 

However, probably none of these joint ventures really know that what is their 

strategy and how to achieve mission. Partners can have really different opinions 

and purpose of joint ventures so strategy can possible is unclear even to joint 

venture’s managers. 

 

One of the most significant reasons to this situation is ManuCorp’s own action. It 

is almost ten years ago when founding these joint ventures. All joint ventures are 

still at the same mode than in year 2007. ManuCorp for example still owns 50 % 

of the most of joint ventures. Years between 2007 and 2011 nobody was 

interested in these joint ventures and actually almost no one in ManuCorp knew 

anything about joint ventures. In year 2012 ManuCorp started to investigate joint 

ventures and pay more attention to management. However, even some progress is 

happened, there is still loads to improve. RCP joint ventures are still quite 

unknown and poorly management portfolio.  

 

So far joint venture’s board has been owner’s way to manage these companies. 

ManuCorp has chosen representatives to board to monitoring and promotes 

ManuCorp’s benefits. At this moment it seems to be situation where none of joint 

ventures is implements ManuCorp’s interests. There is also probably a lack of 

corporate governance so there is not a clear structure how to manage joint 

ventures. ManuCorp Group does not have policy of governance of joint ventures.  

 

ManuCorp is big global corporate so it has specific corporate governance. This 

corporate governance not properly reaches joint ventures even though it should 

apply also all suppliers. It is necessary to discuss how ManuCorp’s corporate 

governance should show and influence on joint venture’s corporate governance. 

Joint ventures are critical part of supply chain and many companies at least half-
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owned by ManuCorp so it is justified to improve these companies closer to 

ManuCorp corporate governance. 

 

Lack of management and controlling at ManuCorp is lead to situation when no 

one is on response, no one cares and joint ventures can do all they want. 

Organizational changes in ManuCorp is worsened the situation. In additions to, it 

is also have lack on management and controlling in joint ventures. It can be that 

there are managers who are not qualified to their tasks. Some joint ventures are 

even “outsourced responsibility” even though management and controlling should 

be one of the most important tasks in company. 

 

 

4.2 The target of improvements 

 

As told earlier, current situation in joint ventures needs still improvement. . There 

is able to name only one reason to problems. Due to that it is not possible to find 

only one issue to develop. Successful and sustainable improvements consist of 

several smaller parts. Only changing the new stunning front tires to car do not 

solve problem if there are not back tires at all.  

 

There are two kinds of targets to create enduring improvement: short-term and 

long-term targets. Short-term targets are the main solution of this thesis and long-

term targets can be the results of short-term actions and improvements of other 

problems. Focus on this thesis is in short-term targets but also long-term targets 

and possibilities are introduced. 

 

The most important short-term target is to reduce unnecessary cost of financial 

functions in joint ventures and ensure better quality and reliability of reporting. 

Next section 4.3 presents four solutions how to achieve short-term improvements. 

Savings can be from some hundred euros to many thousands per company per 

month. The aim is find solution what is cost-efficient but also effective and 

feasible. 
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Long-term improvements can influence much more than short-term actions. The 

aim is repair the lack of controlling and managing. Better data, reporting and 

understanding can enable huge savings. For example performance measurement, 

optimizing production, reducing unnecessary tasks and cost and continuous 

monitoring can reduce cost significant. It is possible that smaller companies do 

not have enough resources, urge and experience to do previous mentioned 

improvements. Using for example ManuCorp’s resources and ability, it can be a 

huge possibility. At the moment it is possible that there is no controlling at all so 

it can be easy to find saving targets.  

 

All joint ventures together deliveries about 600 000 tons sorted material to 

ManuCorp mills, so total potential of benefits are remarkable. For instance, if one 

joint venture supplies 100 000 tons material per year to ManuCorp and as a result 

of the savings, price decreases 2 euros per ton, is total benefit already 200 000 

euros per year from one company.  If the same company supplier another 100 000 

tons to 3
rd

 parties per year and sales price stays at the same level than before 

savings, is the profit 200 000 euros better than before. Usually better profit can 

mean better dividend to owners and ManuCorp would get back some capital 

which it invested.  

 

 

4.3 Possible solutions to develop financial functions 

 

The main focus on short-term improvement is to improve financial functions in 

joint ventures. There are several possibilities how to implement it. Next, it is 

presented four possible suitable solutions to improve financial functions. Even 

though these solutions focus on short-term improvement, they can also influence 

on long-term issues.  
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4.3.1 Improving the current functions 

 

Current situation of financial functions in joint ventures is variable. Unifying 

factor, excluding Indian joint venture JV 5, is that some or all tasks are 

outsourced. Some companies are outsourced routine tasks like accounting, some 

critical tasks like controlling and some is outsourced all financial task. At the most 

of the joint ventures there is at least one person handling some financial tasks.  

 

Due to different structure of financial functions and level of outsourcing it can be 

hard to improve current functions uniform. In addition to, these joint ventures are 

quite small companies. It can be that there are not resources to have full-time 

employee who have enough experience and skills. Improving current functions 

can be unprofitable and needs a lot of effort. It can be also hard to control 

improvements and success of process. 

 

4.3.2 Outsourcing / co-sourcing / insourcing 

 

All joint ventures excluding JV 5 are outsourced at least some tasks so 

outsourcing is not actually new thing. The way, how outsourcing partners have 

selected, is unclear. In some cases, like in JV 2, some tasks are outsourced to 

other owner. It is possible that there are not even considered any other partner 

than other owner. Taking into accounting for example that controller to whom 

controlling and managing are outsourced, knows almost nothing about financial 

controlling and management, it is difficult to understand this outsourcing decision. 

It is necessary to question why this outsourcing decision is made. 

 

One possibility to solve this problem about unskilled employees / outsourcing 

partners is outsourcing financial tasks to other company. This partner can be 

cheaper and more reliable. It is possible to find economies of scale if multiple 

joint ventures are handled by the same company. It can also improve on 

comparability of different companies due to accounting and reporting is handled 

similarly in all joint ventures. However, it is necessary to discuss which tasks to 
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outsource. Current situation is so variable that outsourcing would probably cause 

some changes in outsourced tasks and in-house done tasks at least in some 

companies. If some tasks will not outsource it has to decide how to handle them.   

 

4.3.3 Combining functions with ManuCorp 

 

Some joint ventures are located next to ManuCorp mills. Nevertheless, they are 

handling their financial functions on their own. It could be more efficient if these 

functions can be joined up with ManuCorp. Moreover, nowadays in global world 

location and distance is not always important. When data is transferred via 

internet and other networks, it does not matter is data spent to next room or to 

different continent.  

 

During the year 2014 ManuCorp outsourced and transferred the most of the 

financial functions to partner in India. Basically, ManuCorp is doing only 

managing and controlling tasks on its own. If some financial functions would 

combine with ManuCorp, it probably means in practise that those tasks will be 

done in India. It is not appropriate to use specialists and managers to doing routine 

tasks.  

 

Enterprise Resource Planning-systems (ERP) can cause some problems if it would 

transfer financial functions from joint ventures to ManuCorp. ManuCorp is using 

SAP which is suitable for enterprises. Small and medium companies use often 

some other ERP-system. These systems are not always compatible with SAP. 

Because of that it would have to remove all data from old ERP-system to SAP. In 

worst case it means that all have to be done manually and it would take a lot of 

time.  

 

4.3.4 Changing the joint venture portfolio 

 

It can be necessary to consider that is current joint venture portfolio reasonable 

and appropriate still nowadays. The most of the joint ventures are founded almost 
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ten years ago. The whole business and interests have changed in past years 

significant. It is possible that some companies are not a good investment or there 

are not any other good reasons to co-own those companies. It can be also that 

there are some unofficial reasons why to keep some company. Anyway, it can be 

that ManuCorp should buy or sell some part or whole equity from some joint 

venture.  

 

Some joint ventures are important suppliers to ManuCorp. There are also 

companies that sorts ManuCorp’s paper material. These companies have probably 

good reason to be part of joint venture portfolio. Nevertheless, it is necessary to 

discuss about benefits and disadvantages of each joint venture. Even though some 

companies are strategically important it is possible that these companies have 

more disadvantages than benefits.   
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5 MANUCORP RCP JOINT VENTURES IN THE FUTURE – 

THE ACTION PLAN 

 

 

5.1 Selected short-term solutions 

 

RCP joint venture portfolio consists of different companies. Some companies are 

only trading companies which buy and sell recovered paper. Some other 

companies are also sorting companies who are sorting waste. Because of different 

type companies and geographical and cultural issues it can be hard to find one 

solution what fits all joint ventures. However, selected solutions are investigated 

and chosen case by case. The aim is find the best alternative what fits the most of 

joint ventures and can improve financial functions, controlling and management 

in joint ventures. 

 

At this moment each joint venture has handled financial functions as they have 

wanted. This is lead situation when there are a lot of variable. Quality of financial 

functions is also poor in some companies. Because of that it is justified to change 

this situation and unify way to handling these tasks. 

 

Nowadays it is very familiar that companies focus on their core processes. 

Especially small companies do not have resources to handle all possible support 

functions by themselves. Basic routine tasks are easy to outsource while all 

critical controlling and managing tasks should be done in-house. All these RCP 

joint ventures excluding JV 1 are quite small companies and they should pay more 

attention to focusing on good quality and cost-efficient way to work.  

 

Due to above mentioned reasons it is chosen to outsource all basic tasks of 

financial functions. ManuCorp’s Financial Center will be in responsibility of 

choosing the right partner and takeover current tasks from joint ventures and their 

outsourcing partners. This new outsourcing partner handles accounting, in-voices 

and other basic tasks. 
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It is necessary to create exit strategy to minimize risk of outsourcing. As told in 

section 2.2 includes exit strategy six stages: decision to outsource, ensure 

suitability of outsourcing partner, make a formal contract, handle change 

management, perform contract management and period review, and create exit 

strategy. 

 

Controlling and management is a little bit difficult issues. As seen, there have 

been problems and lack of controlling and management. It is understandable that 

small companies do not have enough resources to have professional financial 

manager. Controlling and management should be handled in-house but if there are 

only some hours work per month it is not cost-efficient. If someone who does not 

know anything about financial controlling and management is doing also those 

tasks, it could be waste of time and money.  

 

One possibility is that someone from ManuCorp is taking responsibility of 

controlling and management. There are several proficient employees who can 

handle this kind of tasks easily. It could be also efficient if one person can control 

all important joint ventures. However, costs can be quite high. Anyway, Financial 

Center has to solve this problem. Only outsourcing basic tasks and forgetting 

controlling is not probably well-thought-out. Good outsourcing partner do not 

delete ManuCorp’s internal problems behind current situation. 

 

It is also necessary to monitoring financial functions in future. There are few 

indicators presented in chapter 3.3. These indicators measured the current 

situation of financial functions. As known, measuring current situation is only one 

part of improvement. To ensure development it is important to set target levels 

and measure improvement regularly. It is also necessary sometimes check targets. 

 

The purpose of financial functions is to produce reliable and wide financial data 

about company and its businesses. Data have to be real-time because delays make 

it less relevant to use in decision-making. It is also important to find good but 

cost-efficient solution. Low costs are not purpose if quality is poor. Table 5 
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presents those indicators that are selected to monitoring success of financial 

functions. The table also includes target-levels to all indicators. Current values are 

measured via interviews and results are presented in section 3.3.7.   

 

Table 5. Current situation and target of indicators in financial functions 

 

 

Current values are average values from six joint ventures that are on scope. As 

shown in table 5, is current situation quite weak. By default, new target level 

actually should be the minimum level in future. Delays on reports should be not 

more than few days. In this example is cost of financial functions set under 5000 

euros per month. However, current quality of financial functions is so low that it 

can be hard to reduce cost and at the same time to improve quality a lot. In the 

future it is necessary to check target level of costs. 

 

Number of employees on financial functions is depending on how controlling and 

management will be handled. If controlling and management will be done in-

house, there have to be one person to doing that. If it will be handled in some 

other way, it is possible that there have to be none employees in financial 

functions. Anyway, all basic tasks are outsourced so it is not needed to have 

persons to doing those tasks.  

 

Number of purchase invoicing is not so critical indicator in future. It probably 

depends on revenue and it is good to monitoring some times, but it is the less 

relevant indicator in this case. Instead of that is extent of reporting an important 

indicator. At this moment is situation quite poor and companies are only doing 

some simple reports or in worst case – nothing. In long-term can wider reporting 

Delays on 

reports

Cost of 

financial 

functions per 

month

Number of 

employees 

on financial 

functions

Number of 

purchase 

invoicing 

per month

Extent of reporting Reliable of reporting

Current 

(average)

1-2 

months 5600 € / month 3 persons 220

Quite pour, only some 

simple reports

Little doubtful, some errors 

between reporting and 

financial statement

Target

Max. few 

days

Under 5000 € / 

month 1 person

Depends on 

revenue

More useful reports for 

managing and improving 

companies All reports are reliable
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lead in huge savings and improvements when controlling and management are in 

much better than now.  

 

Reliable of reporting is also one of the most critical issues. Even though reports 

are on time and reporting is very wide and cost-efficient, everything is for nothing 

if reporting is not reliable. This is not problem in all companies but one million 

euros difference is unbelievable. There have been also some smaller differences 

that are not so significant but still reliable should be absolutely good. That is why 

only possible target situation now and ever is that all reports are reliable.   

 

Measuring performance of financial function is also long-term task. It is started 

now when measured current situation in autumn 2014. Targets are also set, but it 

is important to continue measuring and monitoring indicators also in future. 

Measuring should be done at least once a year. 

 

 

5.2 Long-term improvement solutions 

 

Long-term progress has even more important role than short-term. Short-term 

solution is only one step while improving the whole RCP joint venture portfolio. 

Actually, this long-term solution includes issues which should be done already 

years ago. 

 

ManuCorp adopted new business strategy in 2013 and this new strategy includes 

adopting a lean and simple structure, creating the business portfolio, create new 

businesses, drive performance and capture growth opportunities (ManuCorp 

2013). Next it is discussed how ManuCorp recovered paper joint ventures can 

support this strategy and which targets are suitable for joint ventures. 

 

Uniform and improved way to handle financial functions creates more lean and 

simple structure in joint ventures. Business portfolio developing is next topic. It is 

necessary to decide which joint ventures are still relevant and which are not. 
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There have been some reasons to set up joint ventures but now it has gone almost 

ten years. As known, paper industry has changed significant and situation is very 

different than years ago. ManuCorp owns still the same part of all companies than 

at the beginning. The most of RCP joint ventures are not even good investments 

so there should be some operative or strategic reason to own these companies. If 

not, it is time to think RCP joint venture portfolio again. 

 

It is important to ensure effectiveness and productivity of all those companies 

which ManuCorp decide to own also in the future. At the moment there are not 

any company-wide performance measurement systems in joint ventures. 

However, measuring performance is one of the most important ways to define 

company’s current situation and set targets. The continuous development is one of 

the most critical success factors in business.  

 

Company’s activities, decisions and targets should be based on company’s 

strategy. All improvement should support company to implement its strategy. 

Unfortunately, these RCP joint ventures probably do not know clearly what their 

strategy really is. When these companies set up no-one wrote down strategy to 

contracts. After that have joint ventures been able to do almost what they want.  

 

In ManuCorp’s point of view is joint ventures’ strategy simple: to supply correct 

production, correct time and correct price. It can be possible to modify this 

strategy depending on company. All those companies that are suppliers to 

ManuCorp Recovered Paper mills should offer the high-quality product, at the 

right time and with low price. Instead of all other companies should work as 

normal business: cost-efficient production, fluent supply chain and good sell-price 

and good profit. 

 

Balanced Scorecard (BSC) is one of the best-known performance measurement 

systems. As told in chapter 2.5.1 Balanced Scorecard is based on company’s 

strategy and it measurement performance via four dimensions. Basically these 

dimensions are financial, customer, internal and innovation. However, in this case 
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these dimensions are not directly suitable for recovered paper joint ventures. The 

purpose of joint ventures is not the same than usually in business. In this case is 

owner a big customer of joint ventures. Due to that is customer dimension not as 

important as basically. Because the owner is also customer, joint ventures are not 

expected to make good profit. Owner’s perspective is different than often in 

business life so owner dimension are not so suitable in this case. Production and 

supply chain in joint ventures is quite simple. Some companies are only trading 

companies. For those reasons, innovation dimension is less significant than 

usually.  

 

Joint ventures’ strategy is focusing so strong on three characteristics; quality, 

delivery (time) and price that it is not relevant to override these three dimensions. 

For these companies are above-mentioned three dimensions more important than 

original dimensions. As present earlier is performance of financial functions one 

critical factor so it forms the fourth dimension of updated version of Balanced 

Scorecard. This updated version for recovered paper joint ventures is presented in 

Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11. Balanced Scorecard for joint ventures 
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Financial controlling 
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Strategy
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This Balanced Scorecard bases on RCP joint venture’s vision and strategy to offer 

correct product (quality), correct time (delivery) and correct price. This strategy is 

actually quite same than definition of logistic: “Logistic means controlling the 

material flows from the source to the customer such that product is available in 

the right place and in the right time while minimizing costs and all disadvantages 

of activities” (Logistiikan Maailma 2014). Fourth dimension is financial 

controlling and management and it is introduced earlier in this chapter. 

 

It is important to find right indicators to all these dimensions. Possible indicators 

for financial controlling and management are presented earlier in table 3. 

However, it makes still sense to choose only suitable indicators for each company. 

For example number of employees or number of purchase invoices can be 

irrelevant in some cases, especially if all financial tasks are outsourced. It is also 

good to check regularly that are these indicators still relevant. Next in this chapter 

is presented some possible indicators for quality, delivery and price. Performance 

measurement and indicators are divided in two parts. Part one measures quality, 

delivery and price ManuCorp’s point of view. Second part measures the same 

dimensions the point of view of joint venture. 

 

5.2.1 Balanced Scorecard dimensions and ManuCorp’s point of view 

 

This version of Balanced Scorecard is for ManuCorp and it suits to measure all 

those joint ventures that supplies raw material to ManuCorp mills. Indicators of 

this Balanced Scorecard measures what kind of material ManuCorp gets. 

Pointedly, ManuCorp is not so interested in where its suppliers get material and 

how much effort it takes to sort and handle it. ManuCorp is basically interested 

only in good quality, reliable delivery and competitive price. Due to that is vision 

and strategy in these joint ventures to supply high-quality material when it has 

ordered and with a low price.   
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Table 6. Indicators in BSC for ManuCorp 

 
 

 

Table 6 shows some examples of indicators for ManuCorp’s point of view. There 

are four indicators in each dimension, units of measure and targets. Indicators are 

financial and non-financial. 

 

Quality measures how useful raw material ManuCorp mills get. First indicator is 

need for resorting which means how many percent ManuCorp has to resort 

material after supplier has delivered it to mill. Second indicator is costs of this 

resorting. Third is rate of waste in the other words rate of useless material. The 

last is costs of quality problems. The final target of all these four indicators is 

zero. However, it can be that it is not possible to achieve these values at this 

moment. It should set some realistic targets that are better than current situation. 

 

Delivery measures how supplier has delivered material. First indicator is the ratio 

between delivered and ordered material. If supplier is delivered less than 

ManuCorp has ordered is ratio under 100% and if more than ordered it is over 

100%. Even though target would be 100% it is probably not always possible to 

achieve. Second indicator is tells how many tons delivered quantity is less or more 

than ordered. Delays in delivering means how many days ordered materials are 

late. If material is agreed to deliver 2 days earlier than it really delivered, delay is 

two days. The last one is costs of under delivering. It measures all those costs 

Quality

Need for resorting Costs of resorting Rate of waste

Costs of quality 

problems

Unit of measure Percent Euros % Euros

Target 0 % 0 euros 0 % 0 euros

Delivery

Delivered / Ordered

Delivered less/more 

than ordered Delays in delivering

Costs of under 

delivering

Unit of measure Percent Tonnes Days Euros

Target 100 % 0 tonnes 0 days 0 euros

Price

Price per tn

Price change in last 

month

Price change during the 

past year

Impact of price change 

(savings)

Unit of measure Euros Euros Euros Euros

Target Less than market price 0 euros or under 0 euros or under As much as possible
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which are impact on delays, too low quantities and all other that kind of costs. 

These costs can be for example extra orders with higher price. 

 

Price is the last dimension. First indicator is price per ton. Target is low price, for 

example less than market price. Two next indicators measures price changes in 

last month and in past year. The best situation is when price goes down, but 

sometimes 0 euro change is also very good. Target can be also that price has 

increased only few euros. The last one is maybe indicator what tells the most. 

Impact on price change means how much price change has impact on total costs 

of raw material in ManuCorp. In this case the impact means savings. This value is 

calculated by multiplying price change by total tons. Small changes in price can 

be significant if total tons are big. For example two euros smaller price per ton 

and 100 000 ton per year means 200 000 euros savings. Target is to get as big 

savings as possible. However, if prices are increasing, there is no saving and then 

target is to achieve as small impact as possible.   

 

5.2.2 Balanced Scorecard dimensions and joint venture’s point of view 

 

Another version of Balanced Scorecard is for all joint ventures. It measures 

internal performance in joint ventures. Indicators focus on what happens before 

customer as raw material purchasing, production (sorting) and delivering. This 

measurement systems measures actually performance of joint venture. Its purpose 

is get joint venture companies to operate more effective and productive. Aim of 

this system is reduce unnecessary cost and problems in processes. Better 

performance can lead to lower prices to ManuCorp and better profit in joint 

venture. 
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Table 7. Indicators in BSC for joint ventures 

 

 

 

Table 7 is presenting some examples of indicators how to measure quality, 

delivery and price in joint ventures. These indicators are internal and measures 

performance in joint venture. This Balanced Scorecard fits also for those 

companies which do not supply material to ManuCorp. Joint ventures’ strategy is 

to delivery material to ManuCorp with low price but also do good business with 

all other customers. Basic ideas of business as cost-efficient production are also 

useful in joint ventures. All improvement in joint venture’s production and other 

internal processes can impact also on their sale price and profit. With better 

performance joint ventures can offer lower prices to ManuCorp and also make 

more profit with other customers. 

 

Quality includes indicators that measure their raw material and quality of their 

end products. First indicator example is sorting cost per ton meaning how many 

euros it costs to sort recycled paper and waste. Target is to decrease costs. Second 

indicator is rate of waste which includes for example plastic and metal that is 

among the paper. Waste causes extra costs in sorting and also reduces the quantity 

of useful paper material. Complaints about the quality come from customers and 

tell about dissatisfaction. Target should be 0 complaints. The last indicator is cost 

Quality Sorting costs 

per ton Rate of waste

Complaints about 

the quality

Cost of 

complaints

Unit of measure Euros % Quantity Euros

Target

Less than at 

this moment

Less than at 

this moment 0 complaints 0 euros

Delivery Cost of 

delivering

Delivered / 

Ordered

Delivered less 

than ordered

Delays in 

delivering

Cost of delivery 

prombles

Unit of measure Euros Percent Tonnes Days Euros

Target

Less than at 

this moment 100 % 0 tonnes 0 days 0 euros

Price Profit per 

month Sale price / tn

Sale price change 

(1 month)

Sale price 

change (1 year) Purchase price

 Purchase price 

change during (1 year)

Unit of measure Euros Euros Euros Euros Euros Euros

Target > 0 euros

Depending on 

customer

Depending on 

customer

Depending on 

customer

Less than at this 

moment

Lower price than 

earlier
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of complaints which includes all those costs which causes on dissatisfy customers. 

Costs can be for example discounts and redelivering.   

 

Delivery indicators measure costs and time. First indicator is cost of delivering 

that includes all delivery costs in joint venture. Target is to reduce delivery costs. 

Three next indicators tell about reliable and successful delivering. These 

indicators measures the same things than Balanced Scorecard for ManuCorp: how 

much delivered material is about ordered (percent), how many tons are 

undelivered and how many days are all delays on delivering. The last indicators 

include all costs that are affected on delivery problems as delays.   

 

Price includes different indicators about prices. First one do not directly belongs 

to price but is one way to check how sales price and costs are balanced. This 

indicator is profit per month and target is over 0 euros. Second is sale price per 

ton. In this indicator is target depending on customer. Basic price can be the same 

for all customers but there can be discounts for ManuCorp. While selling to 

ManuCorp should realized price be less than other customers. Two next indicators 

tell about sale price changes in last month and during the past year. Once again, 

targets can depend on customer. Two last example indicators measures purchase 

price and its changes. Target is as low price as possible but realistic target can be 

only small increase. 

 

5.2.3 Corporate Governance 

 

Creating corporate governance system to joint ventures is one important issue. 

Many problems in these companies causes on lack of corporate governance. Joint 

ventures have been as individual companies without any clear connect to 

ManuCorp. Shareholders' agreement has been the only guide or rule to manage 

companies.  

 

As told in section 2.4.1, is board in important role also in joint ventures. Failure 

rates of joint ventures are high and success needs good management. ManuCorp is 
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large global corporate who have clear corporate governance system. However, 

this corporate governance does not extend to RCP joint ventures even though it 

should be in operation in all companies in supply chain. Better management in 

joint ventures and especially better action of board of directors needs that the 

corporate governance will be implemented also in joint ventures. While 

implementing corporate governance system to joint ventures, it has to ensure that 

it exploits ManuCorp’s corporate governance. It is widely presented roles of board 

of directors in joint ventures and characteristics of good corporate governance in 

joint venture in section 2.4.1.   

 

One useful tool can be Dekker’s (2004) controlling model for inter-organizations 

that is presented in figure 3. It includes outcome, behavior and social control. 

Outcome includes target setting and performance monitoring. Behavior control 

handles planning and rules. Social control consists of for example joint decision, 

trust and problem solving.  

 

 

5.3 Action plan and timetable 

 

This thesis is kind of background work for implementation of changes. Selected 

solutions will be started to implement at the beginning of year 2015. ManuCorp’s 

financial center will take a responsibility for arrangements. They will choose the 

right partner to take care of basic accounting tasks. They have to also decide how 

to organize controlling and management in joint ventures. It is really important to 

ensure that controlling and management will be handled properly. Otherwise 

current situation can recur and problems are not really solved, only postponed.  

 

There are two timetables in figure 12. The first one is for financial functions and 

another for performance measurement. Timetable for financial functions depends 

on how easy it is find the correct partner. Data transfer, ERP-systems and current 

contracts can cause some problems. There are probably not outsourcing exit 

strategies in joint ventures so outsourcing turn back can be challenging. Anyway, 
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concrete changes for short-term solutions should be ready at the latest in spring 

2015. After that it is still necessary to supervise new system, partner and quality 

of work. Probably, RCP Financial Controller will be responsible for this 

implementing and monitoring task. 

   

  

Figure 12. Timetables for action plan 

 

Background work for performance measurement is started in this thesis. However, 

finding all suitable indicators, setting targets and measuring current situation need 

still more work. In timetable it is taken some months to this work. Implementing 

Balanced Scorecards will take place in spring and summer 2015. After that it is 

important to exploit measurement results and improve situation. Continuous 

measurement and actions based on it will continue in future.  

 

Improving management and corporate governance is also critical issues. 

Forgetting those things can lead only fictitious improvement but situation goes 

back to current situation. It is necessary to find right person to be responsible for 

corporate governance improvement. If there is nobody in charge, it is possible that 

no one will take any responsibility and management problems will continue. At 

the same is time to think what the right way general to manage joint ventures is. 

Who make different kind decisions, how to ensure owner’s interests and how 

independent joint ventures can act.  

 

  

Background work (this thesis)

Selecting partner

Financial functions Implementing outsourcing

Monitoring new financial solutions

Background work (this thesis) Background work for BSC

Creating BSC indicators and targets

Perfomance measurement Implementing BSC systems

BSC and actions based on continuous measurement

Summer 2014 Autumn 2014 Winter 2015 Spring 2015 Summer 2015 Autumn 2015 Winter 2016
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5.4 Risk management 

 

As all changes, these actions can cause threats and drawbacks. It is important to 

notice risks and drawbacks, and prepare for them. Plans for problem situations 

help to manage and solve troubles. 

 

Joint ventures are special companies due to ownership and purpose. If current 

situation is in the interest of other partner, it probably is not pleased for changes. 

Other party can feel that ManuCorp is “autocrat” and dictates everything. Also 

joint venture companies are not necessarily gratified. Although the target is 

improving situation, can other parties and joint ventures see only negative side.  

 

It is quite big operation to take over six company’s financial functions. Current 

situations in joint ventures are different so it can be difficult to fit all companies to 

one system. For example ERP-systems can cause problems. Data and information 

transfer takes time and in some cases have to do manually. In addition, joint 

ventures operates in several countries so there can be some cultural or law 

characteristics.  

 

In those companies who have outsourced some tasks, there are not probably exit 

plan. As told in section 2.2 it should have been though possible turn back and exit 

strategy already before the outsourcing contract is signed. Lack of exit plan can 

cause difficulties in re-sourcing process. It is also important to include exit 

strategy to new outsourcing contracts. Even though the objective is to find an 

appropriate partner, it will come some problems or other needs for terminate the 

outsourcing contract.  

 

It is critical to nominate someone in charge of this project. This person can of 

course give some smaller responsibility areas to other persons also. However, 

someone have to take care of whole implementation process. Otherwise success of 

project is unclear and it is possible that no one takes any responsible.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

 

 

Manufacturing Corporation Oyj (ManuCorp) is a global paper industry enterprise. 

Recovered paper (RCP) is one important business area in ManuCorp. Recovered 

paper is produced by using recycled paper and there are nine ManuCorp 

Recovered Paper joint ventures to handle for example raw material supplies to 

ManuCorp RCP mills. Joint ventures are nowadays typical especially for 

enterprises. However, inter-organizational relationships are not always simple and 

there are a lot of special characteristic when dealing with joint ventures.  

 

The most of ManuCorp RCP joint ventures are founded almost ten years ago and 

after that has companies been able to operate independent. In year 2012 it started 

to pay more attention to joint ventures in ManuCorp. Some acts are already done 

but there are still lot more unclear issues and problems. The aim of this thesis is 

focus on financial functions and research why financial management and 

controlling is not succeeded in joint ventures and how co-owner can improve that 

situation. Review and improvement is limited to at least 50 % owned companies. 

 

This thesis included two research questions: “Why financial management and 

controlling is not succeeded in the ManuCorp’s point of view in joint ventures and 

how co-owner can improve the situation?” and “How the results of this study can 

complement this field of research?” The first research question and also solution 

structure of thesis is distributed to three parts.  

 

The first mission was found out how financial functions, controlling and 

management are carried out in ManuCorp RCP joint ventures. Financial tasks are 

handled very variable ways in joint ventures. Almost every joint venture has 

outsourced some tasks and the most familiar outsourcing partner is another owner. 

However, there are a lot of differences which tasks are outsourced: one company 

is outsourced all tasks, few companies are outsourced only routine tasks and few 

companies only reporting and controlling tasks. Literature presents that there are 
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not any established way to handle accounting in joint ventures so RCP joint 

ventures’ different practices are not rare. 

 

Generally are financial controlling and management handled quite an 

inadequately. Reporting is narrow and for example ManuCorp’s MA report which 

is simplified profit and loss account, causes problems to some joint ventures. In 

some companies is this MA report the only financial report that is done monthly, 

filling the MA-form can takes disproportionately lot of time and moreover, in 

some cases is numbers incorrect. 

 

One reason to weak situation of financial issues in joint ventures is ManuCorp’s 

own mismanagement. As owner and investor ManuCorp should take care of that 

decision-making is done properly and based on reliable and truthful information 

on company’s positions and financial figures. In addition to are many joint 

ventures important suppliers to ManuCorp. All unnecessary costs in joint ventures 

can increase the price of recovered paper. However, ManuCorp is allowed joint 

ventures to act at their own pace and have not controlled performance.  

 

The second topic was research different solutions to improve current situation. It 

is found out short-term and long-term improvements. Short-term acts focus on to 

develop financial functions in joint ventures. There are introduced four possible 

solutions: improving the current functions, outsourcing / co-sourcing / insourcing, 

combining functions with ManuCorp and changing the joint venture portfolio. 

These possibilities present the short-term improvement but long-term betterment 

and success need more actions. Long-term actions include better management 

both in joint venture and also in ManuCorp. Wider financial controlling and 

management as performance measurement can bring a lot of savings in the future. 

Better corporate governance can ensure correct policies and management in joint 

ventures. 

 

The third section attends to introduce selected solution and action-plan. Selected 

solution to short term improvement is to outsource all basic routine tasks to new 
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partner. ManuCorp’s Financial Center will be in charge of choosing the partner 

and implementing the changing process. They have to also consider how 

controlling and management tasks will be handled in joint ventures. Partner 

selection and implementing will take place at the beginning of year 2015. 

Planning the long-term issues as corporate governance and performance 

measurement will start in the spring-winter 2015.  

 

In this thesis it is developed Balanced Scorecard (BSC) that is suitable for 

recovered paper joint ventures. Indicators in this Balanced Scorecard based on 

ManuCorp recovered paper joint ventures’ strategy to supply correct production, 

correct time and correct price. Dimensions in this BSC are quality, delivery 

(time), price and financial controlling and management. This Balanced Scorecard 

is suitable for ManuCorp’s point of view but also the needs of internal 

measurement in joint ventures. Indicators and targets depend on point of view but 

the same dimensions includes to both versions. It is introduced this BSC and 

proposed some possible indicators in this thesis. However, choosing the used 

indicators, detailed planning and implementing will take place in the year 2015.   

 

The second main research question focuses on compare earlier researched and this 

study as well as new features that this study can find. This research shows the 

same phenomenon than many other earlier researches; joint ventures are not 

simple company form and the success needs a lot of effort. Joint venture breakups 

and high failure rates are founded to be common in earlier studies but in this case 

are joint ventures still in operation even though there have been problems. Ratio 

between control and co-operation can be difficult to find. In this case has 

ManuCorp a control to these case companies due to at least 50 % ownership. 

However, ManuCorp is not used this possibility sufficiently and there are some 

lack of controlling and management.  

 

Previous studies have shown that joint venture parties can have different needs. 

Controlling and governance are safeguards for the parents’ interests. Even though 

joint ventures are nowadays common, there is still a lot of weak governance. 
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Reliable and cost-efficient raw material supplies are the most important purpose 

of joint ventures to ManuCorp’s point of view. This study showed that joint 

ventures are not sufficiently boosting ManuCorp’s benefits but instead focusing 

even more other party’s interests. Better corporate governance and controlling 

could ensure that ManuCorp’s interests and needs will be implemented better. 

However, as earlier researched noted, is decision-making on the joint venture 

board complicated due to several objectives and board directors are in important 

role. It is not always possible to drive owners’ interest if it causes disadvantages 

to joint venture.   

 

One main cause to different problems in RCP joint ventures is incomplete 

contracts. Other researches have noted that selecting good partner is a critical 

issue and contracting should be rather planning tool. Contracts include usually 

operations, management, co-operation and termination. At the moment RCP joint 

venture contracts are not taking a stand enough on responsibilities, way to carry 

out for example financial functions and joint venture’s strategy and policies. 

Contracts have not been good planning tool for RCP joint ventures because of 

many important issues have handled inadequate. Incomplete contract should not 

lead to mismanagement but in this case it has occurred. 

 

Earlier researchers are concluded that weak governance lead to chronic 

underperformance. This thesis founded out that there have not been any extensive 

performance measurement system in RCP joint ventures and performance could 

probably be better. Corporate governance is also has been deficient so there can 

be connection between these two topics. Due to lack of performance 

measurement, it is outlined Balanced Scorecard for recovered paper joint ventures 

in this thesis. Balanced Scorecard for recovered paper joint ventures is the new 

developed way to use BSC. Selected dimensions include the most important 

factors that based on strategy and are connected to success of company. However, 

also this BSC takes account of the same issues than original Balanced Scorecard: 

there are financial (as price, profit), customer (as complaints) and internal (as 

delivered/ordered-ratio) indicators. 
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In addition to new dimensions, BSC for RCP joint ventures includes one still little 

rare feature. Using performance measurement on outsourcing decisions and 

monitoring outsourcing is not much researched. Few researchers are suggested 

that Balanced Scorecard can be potential outsourcing controlling tool. In this 

thesis is outsourcing not in major role, but current financial functions and future 

plans includes outsourced financial functions. One dimensions on new BSC 

focuses on financial controlling and management that includes outsourced 

financial tasks.  

 

This research found out a lot of the same characteristics than previous studies. 

Case ManuCorp confirmed several earlier conclusions about joint ventures and 

inter-organizational relationships. However, vertical joint ventures are not as 

common as horizontal and it is possible that many earlier researched are focuses 

more on horizontal relationships. Vertical structure brings some new features to 

joint venture but this study proves that same issues are still occurred. New 

Balanced Scorecard version is presented but this study cannot yet make any 

conclusions about its utility and feasibility. 

 

There are also some limitations in this thesis. Notices and reviews about current 

situation are made using internal and external data but analysis includes a lot of 

suppositions. It is not possible to make extensive internal research in all joint 

ventures in the scope of this research. Data about current situation of joint 

venture’s financial functions based basically on interviews. It is possible that there 

are some errors or misunderstandings in answers. Each joint venture is individual 

company and each company operates in their own way. It is needed to do some 

generalizations to create one solution to implement. Anyway, there are not so big 

differences that one general solution causes critical problems or incorrect results. 

 

Results of this research based on case-study in ManuCorp and ManuCorp 

Recovered Paper joint ventures. Selected solutions and developed Balanced 

Scorecard are designed in particular to this case but they can be used also in other 
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contexts. In future researches, suitable and utility of new developed Balanced 

Scorecard for recovered paper joint ventures could be studied. This Balanced 

Scorecard may be suitable also for other joint venture or ordinary companies 

whose strategy and mission are similar with ManuCorp Recovered Paper joint 

ventures. 
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APPENDIX I. Questions to joint ventures 

 

1. How many employees the company has? How much are salaries and 

wages (all together in company) per month? 

 

2. What tasks each employee does? How many employees do financial tasks? 

 

3. How much time financial tasks take every month? How much each task? 

 

4. How many purchase invoices do you have per month. How long takes to 

handle ManuCorp invoices (self-billing) per month? 

 

5. Which accounting and/or ERP-systems do you use? 

 

6. How much are total cost of financial tasks and management? 

 

7. What financial reports you do? To whom you report? Can you show some 

examples of reports? 

 

8. Is there any tasks outsourced? 

 

9. Do you have fixed assets? 

 

10. Which are the most important (financial) tasks? Do you have any future 

plans how to modify or improve some tasks or processes? Can ManuCorp 

support better than at this moment?  

 


